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Abstract

An investigation into the dynamics of charge carriers in a diverse range of semi-
conductors is reported, which utilised time-domain spectroscopy techniques in the
terahertz (far-infrared) region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

Materials suitable for ultra-fast optoelectronic devices were examined by optical-
pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy, and additionally using terahertz emission spec-
troscopy. The time-resolved conductivity of electrons in a semiconductor following
photoexcitation exhibited a dynamical change that was described by the trapping of
electrons on ultra-short (picosecond) timescales, and by diffusion on longer timescales.
Sub-picosecond electron lifetimes (in semiconductor crystals damaged by bombard-
ment with highly energetic ions) were observed to result in greater emitted terahertz
power at high frequencies, a result that was reproduced quantitatively by a carrier
dynamics simulation. In semi-insulating gallium arsenide, an increased electronic con-
ductivity and terahertz emission were obtained by passivating the surface defect states.
Electrons were observed to have lifetimes exceeding the period of high repetition rate
lasers, somewhat limiting the generated terahertz power.

Furthermore, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy was used to monitor the trap-
ping of holes in transistor devices made from semiconducting polymers, an effect that
currently limits the commercial application of polymer electronic devices. A build-up
of hole density was seen in the transistor’s conductive channel on timescales of tens of
minutes. The thermal removal of these trapped holes, and the influence of illumination
by photons with above bandgap energy, was studied.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Colours are not Qualifications of Light, derived from Refractions, or
Reflections of natural Bodies (as ‘tis generally believed), but Original and
connate properties, which in divers Rays are divers. Some Rays are dis-
posed to exhibit a red colour and no other; some a yellow and no other,
some a green and no other, and so of the rest.”
Isaac Newton, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, 19 Feb.
1671.

1.1 Terahertz radiation

Our understanding of the interaction between light and matter has undergone numer-

ous revolutions throughout the modern age, from Newton’s classical ray optics and

Maxwell’s electromagnetism to the current quantum description. The development

of new sources of electromagnetic radiation has provided much of the stimulus for

progress: Tesla and Marconi’s early radios, Röntgen’s X-ray generator and Maiman’s

laser have led to significant physical discoveries and new technology. Yet the vast ma-

jority of experiments and devices that employ electromagnetic radiation at frequencies

above the microwave range, however, measure solely the intensity of light. In the last

few decades it has become possible to determine directly the electric field of a pulse

of electromagnetic radiation, via time-domain spectroscopy techniques. This addition

1
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Figure 1.1: The electromagnetic spectrum, from radio waves to γ-rays. The tera-
hertz (THz) range sits between microwave and infrared frequencies. (1 THz=1012 Hz in
frequency, 0.3mm in wavelength, 33 cm−1 wavenumbers, or 4.1 meV in energy).

to the experimenter’s toolkit is now providing invaluable insights into diverse aspects

of the light-matter interaction, in a range of the electromagnetic spectrum that was

previously little explored: the terahertz (THz) range (1THz=1012 Hz in frequency,

0.3mm in wavelength, 33 cm−1 wavenumbers, or 4.1meV in energy).

Terahertz, or far-infrared, radiation is bordered by the microwave and infrared

ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum, and spans the regime 0.1− 10THz, as Figure

1.1 illustrates. It has long been a challenge to produce and detect electromagnetic

radiation at frequencies in the THz range[1]: high speed electronic devices can typ-

ically reach only as high as 100GHz, while solid state sources based on electronic

transitions in semiconductors lie at higher frequencies, descending down as far as the

mid-infrared (30− 120THz). Recent years have seen significant progress in the devel-

opment of devices that can produce radiation at discrete frequencies in the THz range,

including quantum cascade lasers, [2] Schottky diode multiplier chains, [3] molecular
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gas lasers, [4] and p-type germanium lasers [5]. The detection of THz radiation was a

major challenge for a long time: THz radiation lies in the noise background at room

temperature, where thermal energies are of the order of kBT = 25.5meV = 6.2THz.

Cryogenically cooled bolometers can detect the intensity of THz radiation [6], but re-

main expensive to operate. In order to determine properties of a material using THz

radiation, sources and detectors of THz radiation are required to operate over a broad

range of frequencies, with a high sensitivity. This is achievable using time-domain

spectroscopic techniques, which are outlined in Section 1.2, below. The remainder of

this chapter consists of an overview of recent applications of terahertz time-domain

spectroscopy (THz-TDS) within condensed matter physics, and beyond. Finally, an

overview of this thesis, in which THz-TDS is utilised to investigate the trapping of

charge carriers in semiconductors, is given in Section 1.4.

1.2 Broadband terahertz spectroscopy

In THz-TDS, pulses of electromagnetic radiation with durations of 1 ps (10−12 s) or

less are generated and detected. These transients contain as few as one single cycle of

the electric field, and therefore have frequency components over a broad range: either

the THz or the mid-infrared regimes can be covered in their entirety, depending on the

choice of emitter [7; 8]. In time-domain techniques the electric field of a pulse (rather

than its intensity) is recorded as a function of its arrival time. The photoconductive

generation of terahertz radiation, the principal method examined in this thesis, is

described in detail in Section 2.2.2. Detecting the arrival time of an electric field pulse

after it has interacted with a sample allows both the refractive index and absorption
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coefficient (or equivalently the electrical conductivity) to be determined directly from

experiment. This is not possible with traditional spectroscopic methods that measure

the intensity of light, as discussed in Section 2.1.1. The wealth of studies that can be

undertaken with THz-TDS is outlined in Section 1.3.

An additional advantage of working with pulses of electromagnetic radiation is

that studies of materials on short timescales can be readily undertaken. For instance,

a pulse of light can be used to trigger a process in a sample, such as the creation

of charge carriers in a semiconductor. The frequency-dependent conductivity of a

material can then be probed by a THz pulse, and tracked as a function of the arrival

time of this ‘pump’ (trigger) pulse relative to the THz pulse. This technique, referred

to as optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy,1 is exploited throughout Chapter 3, and

has been used to investigate charge transport in a number of materials of contemporary

scientific interest (Section 1.3.2).

1.3 Applications of terahertz spectroscopy

In order to place the research presented in this thesis in a broader context a few

recent studies are reviewed here, beginning with applications of THz-TDS in solid

state physics (Sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). Industrial applications of THz imaging are

discussed subsequently in Section 1.3.3.

1Sometimes called time-resolved THz spectroscopy [9], although this name is confusing since it
can be interpreted as meaning the same as THz-TDS.
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1.3.1 A plethora of quasiparticles

One of the intriguing aspects of contemporary condensed matter physics is that an

accurate model of a material can often be obtained by ignoring the vast majority of

its constituent particles, and treating the system as consisting of a few quasiparticles.

These pseudo-particles have properties that differ only slightly from their constituents:

for instance electrons (strictly quasi-electrons) in a large bandgap III-V semiconduc-

tor behave similarly to electrons in vacuum, but with a reduced (‘effective’) mass.

Terahertz-frequency photons are effective in spectroscopic studies of quasiparticles, as

a large number have typical energies around 1-10meV (0.24-2.4THz). A diverse range

of phenomena can be studied via THz transmission (or reflection) spectroscopy in the

time-domain, as the (non-exhaustive) list below indicates. Optical-pump THz-probe

experiments are particularly valuable, and further examples of this technique are given

in Section 1.3.2.

• Electrons and holes (‘free carriers’). These can be injected thermally, electrically

or by a photon exciting an electron (from the valence band to the conduction

band in an inorganic semiconductor; from the HOMO to the LUMO level in an

organic semiconductor). The response of electrons and holes to THz radiation

can often be described as a plasma, with a peak in the conductivity at zero fre-

quency (Section 2.4.3). An early use of THz-TDS was to investigate free carriers

in doped semiconductors such as silicon [10] and GaAs [11], and subsequently it

has been applied to the doped polymers [12] and MEH-PPV [13], and mixes of

metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes [14; 15; 16].

• Polarons. An electron or a hole distorts its surroundings: the effect of this can be
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described as another quasiparticle – the polaron – with an altered effective mass.

Polaronic effects have been investigated via THz-TDS of lead [17], in which the

electron-phonon coupling constant was determined. Additionally, polarons in

TiO2 were shown to be intermediate in size between those in organic conductors

(strongly bound, small polarons), and those of III-V semiconductors (weak, large

polarons) [18].

• Excitons are electron-hole pairs, bound by the Coulomb interaction. A num-

ber of examples of excitonic effects investigated via THz-TDS are given in Sec-

tion 1.3.2. Additionally, the stimulated emission of THz radiation at 1.6THz

has been demonstrated in the transition between the 3p and 2s excitonic levels

of bulk Cu2O [19].

• Polaritons are propagating electromagnetic modes (photons) coupled with an-

other quasiparticle. Examples include the study of TO-phonon polaritons in

ferroelectrics [20], in which both the lower and upper branches of the disper-

sion curve were observed. Surface plasmon polaritons, which propagate along

semiconductor interfaces, have been studied by THz-TDS of patterned gratings

made on silicon [21] and InSb [22]. Additonally, polaritons of different quasipar-

ticles can interact: for instance coupled plasmon-phonon-polaritons have been

investigated in InP [23].

• Cooper pairs. Electron-electron pairs in superconductors are bound by the

electron-phonon interaction, and are referred to as Cooper pairs. In Section 1.3.2

a variety of studies of superconducting materials with THz-TDS are briefly re-

viewed.
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Recent examples of insights into aspects of solid-state physics, which were obtained

from time-resolved conductivity measurements using THz-TDS, are now given.

1.3.2 Ultra-fast phenomena: Within a billionth of a blink

The knowledge of how charge carriers move through electrically conductive materials is

essential for the successful creation of electronic devices. There is a relentless demand

for ever faster technology, and the knowledge of the fundamental physics of how charges

behave in materials (particularly semiconductors) on ultra-short timescales (< 100 ps)

is key to achieving this. To put such minuscule durations in context, the duration

of one blink of a human eyelid is roughly 100ms, one hundred billion times longer

than 1 ps! The timescales of a number of phenomena in semiconductor physics are

shown in Figure 1.2. Optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy provides an ideal method

to investigate the conductivity of charge carriers on picosecond timescales: a few

Time /s

10−18 10−15 10−12 10−9 10−6 10−3 100 103

1 as 1 fs 1 ps 1 ns 1 µs 1 ms 1 s 1000 s
nuclear dynamics

electronic transitions carrier−carrier scattering

carrier−phonon scattering

carrier diffusion

carrier trapping
(inorganics)

fluorescence

phosphorescence

trapping (organics)

Figure 1.2: Timescales of various processes in semiconductor physics.
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examples of its use are now discussed.

The formation of quasiparticles from an electron-hole plasma was observed for

the first time, [24; 25] via optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy with mid-infrared

probe pulses. Collective phenomena such as Coulomb screening and scattering from

an electron-hole plasma were found to arise after a time delay of the order of the inverse

plasma frequency (∼ 10−14s). Before this time has elapsed a regime was observed in

which the interaction between two point charges was described by the bare Coulomb

potential only, as predicted by some quantum kinetic theories [26]. In a similar way

the formation, relaxation and ionization of excitons in GaAs quantum wells have been

studied [27], and it has been shown that a transient conducting state exists before the

insulating (bound) excitonic state forms [28].

Terahertz spectroscopy has played an important role in characterising the proper-

ties of superconductors, which exhibit zero electrical resistance2 below a critical tem-

perature Tc. The measurement of the frequency-dependent complex conductivity σ(ω)

of superconducting thin films at terahertz frequencies allows the non-contact determi-

nation of the superconducting energy gap 2∆: for instance niobium has 2∆ = 1.6meV

[30], and for magnesium diboride 2∆ ≈ 5meV [31]. Additionally, σ(ω) can also pro-

vide information about the magnetic penetration depth, the surface impedance and

the superfluid density [32]. Measuring the complex conductivity of YBCO, a high

Tc superconductor, between 10K and 120K has revealed a peak in the real part of

the conductivity R(σ) close to Tc (60K), demonstrating that electron-electron (rather

than electron-phonon) scattering dominates in cuprate superconductors [33]. Finally,

time-resolved far-infrared studies have allowed the breaking and reformation of Cooper

2Strictly, the Meissner effect[29] – zero internal magnetic field – is a better criterion to identify
superconductivity.
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pairs to be tracked on picosecond timescales in lead [34], magnesium diboride [35] and

Bi2Sr2CaCuO8+δ [36].

The time-resolved conductivity measurements obtained from optical-pump THz-

probe spectroscopy are also providing insights into charge transport in organic semi-

conductors, materials that could usher in a new age of flexible, printable electronics.

Complex conductivity measurements of the semiconducing polymer MEH-PPV have

enabled the relative fraction of excitons and free charge carriers to be determined fol-

lowing photoexcitation [37; 38]. Similar experiments carried out at low temperatures

have revealed that electronic transport in pentacene crystals is band-like on picosecond

timescales [39; 40; 41]: a decrease in the carrier mobility was observed with increas-

ing temperature, similar to that observed in inorganic semiconductors, rather than

exhibiting the increase typical of organic semiconductors (Section 5.1.1).

Broadband THz radiation is finding increasing application in determining the car-

rier dynamics of nano-scale and nano-structured materials. This is despite the rela-

tively long wavelength (∼ 300µm) of THz radiation in comparison with the typical

dimensions of structures. Recently, the influence on photo-conductivity of quantum

dots – three-dimensional quantum wells, created by a small volume of a semiconductor

within a matrix of a different material – has been studied, for quantum dots made from

InP [42], silicon [43] and CdSe [44; 45], for InGaAs quantum dot chains [46], and for

ErAs nanoislands in GaAs [47]. Additionally, the dynamics of photoexcited carriers in

a mixture of metallic and semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes was shown

to be described by a combined Drude and Lorentz dielectric function [48].
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1.3.3 Internal imaging

THz-TDS can be used to obtain images of objects in the far-infrared spectral range,

most simply by translating the sample within a spectrometer and recording the trans-

mitted electric field at each position. Imaging at THz frequencies presents a number of

unique opportunities, with applications frequently cited in medical and security imag-

ing. THz-TDS provides a way to image the interior of biological objects, which often

cannot be done by any other non-destructive means. Demonstrative examples include

imaging cavities in teeth [49], resolving the interior structure of sunflower seeds [50],

the detection of skin cancer [51] and measurements of the depth of burned skin [52].

By recording the temporal structure of THz waveforms, three-dimensional images of

objects containing regions of different refractive index can be formed [53]. Further

potential applications include semiconductor quality control and package inspection.

Because terahertz radiation has a relatively long wavelength (1THz = 300µm) it

might be thought that diffraction limits the spatial resolution of THz imaging systems

to these length scales. However, ideas from near-field scanning optical microscopy can

be applied to THz imaging, enabling sub-wavelength resolutions to be achieved [54; 55].

Indeed, the detection of the THz pulse reflected from a tungsten tip placed close to a

sample has allowed a resolution of 150nm to be attained [56]. Such THz microscopy

studies are already of value in the non-contact characterisation of electronic devices,

for instance in probing the low concentrations of electrons within surface depletion

layers [57].
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1.3.4 Review articles

The large quantity of experimental work in the field of THz-TDS means that the

summary above is far from exhaustive. The interested reader is therefore referred to

the following reviews of THz-TDS and its applications. Nuss and Orenstein’s 1998

review [33] provides useful background reading on THz pulse generation and detection

using photoconductive switches, and gives a good summary of the uses of THz-TDS

systems up until the end of the last millennium. The following four papers are more

current: generating THz pulses via optical rectification is covered by Shan, Nahata and

Heinz’s review [58]; Schmuttenmaer’s article [9] contains a comprehensive synopsis of

THz emission and optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy; Tani, Herrman and Sakai’s

paper [59] discusses imaging applications; and Beard, Turner and Schmuttenmaer’s

2002 review [60] details far-infrared absorption and refractive index measurements of

neat liquids as well as time-resolved studies of transient photoconductivity in both

GaAs and low-temperature-grown GaAs.

1.4 Overview of this thesis

The overarching theme of this thesis is the investigation of the trapping of charge

carriers in semiconductors, via spectroscopy in the terahertz frequency range. After

the creation of a conducting electron within a semiconductor, by absorbing a photon

of light or by electrical injection, it can move only for a finite time before becoming

immobile or being destroyed (recombining). Mobile charge carriers change the con-

ductivity of a material, thus altering the amount of terahertz radiation that can be

transmitted through it. Obtaining information about how quickly charge carriers are
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trapped is vital to understand electrical transport in semiconductors, materials which

act as the foundation of modern electronic technology.

The principles and advantages of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy are consid-

ered in detail in Chapter 2. The extraction of the complex refractive index of a sample

from time-domain data is outlined, and several experimental studies of spectroscopic

features are reported, including the response of phonon-polaritons and free electron

plasmas at THz frequencies. These results form a basis for much of the work reported

later in this thesis.

In Chapter 3 the technique of optical-pump, THz-transient spectroscopy is in-

troduced. The dynamics of the rise and decay in the conductivity of a photoex-

cited electron distribution are presented, and related to theory, for a variety of III-V

semiconductors. Subsequently, the transient conductivity of ion-implanted and low-

temperature-grown semiconductors is discussed: these materials are suitable for opto-

electronic devices that operate on ultra-short timescales, since the electronic lifetime

can be tailored to anywhere in the range from a few nanoseconds to less than a pi-

cosecond.

The carrier dynamics information gleaned from optical-pump THz-probe spec-

troscopy is employed during Chapter 4, in which a more complete description of THz

emission from photoexcited semiconductors is given. A simple phenomenological model

of THz emission is examined, before the use of a carrier dynamics simulation, which

has greater predictive power, is introduced. Afterwards, a combined experimental and

modelling approach is adopted to investigate carrier scattering and trapping in defect-

laden semiconductors, such as ion-implanted GaAs and InP. Similarly, the influence of

the passivation of surface defect states on THz emission is studied.
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Departing from phenomena that occur on ultra-short timescales in inorganic semi-

conductors, Chapter 5 reports an investigation into the trapping of holes in polymer

transistors (pFETs) using THz spectroscopy, which typically takes many minutes to

occur. The influence of a change in charge density in the silicon gate on the THz

radiation transmitted through a pFET is used to monitor the trapping of holes in the

device’s accumulation layer. This is a direct observation of an effect that substantially

limits the long-term performance of pFETs, which are key components of a new breed

of flexible electronic devices, such as displays and computers, made from polymers.



Chapter 2

Terahertz time-domain
spectroscopy

“May it not be that every one of the infinitely small vibrations, striking
common matter with a certain force, enters its substance, is held there by
attraction, and augmented by succeeding vibrations, till the matter has
received as much as their force can drive into it?”
Benjamin Franklin, A Theory of Light and Heat, 1784.

2.1 Introduction

The electromagnetic force is perhaps the best understood of the four fundamental

physical forces, and is certainly the most widely exploited in modern society. How

matter interacts with photons of light, for instance in coupling to the vibrations of

a crystal, has provided numerous technological and scientific breakthroughs. In this

chapter terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is introduced, a highly sen-

sitive technique that can produce and detect light across the terahertz range. A

discussion of the experimental generation and detection of pulsed THz radiation is

given in Section 2.1. (A more detailed description of photoconductive THz emission

is reserved until Chapter 4). The methods of extracting the complex refractive in-

dex of a sample are outlined (Section 2.3), and subsequently experimental examples

14
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are presented of the use of THz-TDS in determining the properties of quasiparticles

in semiconductors, and the interaction between THz radiation and metallic waveguide

arrays (Section 2.4). First, however, the distinction between time-domain spectroscopy

and traditional techniques that measure the intensity of light is explored.

2.1.1 Principles of time-domain spectroscopy

In conventional spectroscopy the mean intensity of electromagnetic radiation trans-

mitted through or reflected from a sample is measured. The power density of an

electromagnetic wave is given by its Poynting vector I = (E × H∗)/2. The electric

field of a transverse plane wave propagating through a medium in the z direction is

E(z, t) = E0e
i(kz−ωt), with a similar expression for the magnetic field (Appendix A.1

contains a definition of the various symbols). The mean intensity of the radiation is

I(ω) ∝ |E0|2, and therefore the full complex refractive index ñ = n + iκ cannot be

directly obtained from a measurement of the intensity only, as the time-dependence –

the phase – of E is lost. Traditionally, this problem is avoided via the Kramers-Kronig

relations [61], which allow the real part of the refractive index n to be calculated from

the imaginary part κ via:

n(ω) = 1 +
1

π
P

∫ +∞

−∞

κ(ω′)

ω′ − ω
dω′ (2.1)

where the symbol P denotes the principal value of the contour integral. A similar

expression allows one to calculate κ from n. The Kramers-Kronig relations assume

knowledge of n or κ over a large frequency range, and become more unwieldy if spatial

dispersion (a non-local response) is introduced [61].

Time-domain spectroscopy techniques circumvent the Kramers-Kronig relations, by
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directly extracting ñ(ω) over a broad frequency range. This is achieved by measuring

the electric field amplitude of a pulse of electromagnetic radiation as a function of its

arrival time (phase).

2.2 Setup of THz-TDS experiment

The time-domain spectroscopy setup used throughout this work is shown in Figure 2.1,

and is now described in overview, before a detailed description of the various compo-

nents is given in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.3. A beam of ultrashort infrared pulses (<1 ps in

duration) from a mode-locked laser (Section 2.2.1) was split into beam P1, used to

generate a THz pulse (Section 2.2.2), and beam P3, used to detect the THz pulse

(Section 2.2.3). P1 was incident on a THz source, typically a semiconductor crystal,

and produced a pulse of THz radiation with an electric field as shown schematically

in the inset to Figure 2.1. The emitted THz radiation was collected, collimated and

focused onto a sample by a pair of off-axis parabolic mirrors. (The first parabolic

mirror can be placed either in the ‘transmission’ geometry, as shown here, or alter-

natively P1 can be shone through a hole in the mirror and the ‘reflection’ geometry

THz radiation collected [7], as the inset in Figure 2.1 illustrates). The electric field

transmitted through the sample was collected by a second pair of parabolic mirrors,

and focussed onto a THz detector. Temporal resolution was achieved by recording

the THz electric field only during some time window, when the detector was switched

on by a pulse in beam P3. The relative arrival time of the THz pulses generated by

beam P1 and the detection beam P3 was altered by moving delay stage 1, allowing the

electric field of the THz pulse to be recorded as a function of its arrival time. The com-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the THz-TDS setup used in this work. Mirrors are represented
by solid yellow boxes, and beam-splitters by dotted yellow boxes. Infrared pulses from
a femtosecond laser (red lines) were incident on a THz source (beam P1). The THz
radiation emitted (purple lines) was collected and focussed onto a sample by a pair of
parabolic mirrors. The transmitted THz beam (blue) was focussed onto a ZnTe crystal,
and altered the polarisation of probe beam P3 when they coincided temporally. Beam
P2 was optionally used to photoexcite carriers in the sample.

plex refractive index (and conductivity) of the sample over the THz frequency range

was extracted by comparing the electric fields recorded with and without the sample

present (Section 2.3). An additional beam P2, split off from P1, was optionally used

to photoexcite carriers in the sample, in order to examine the dynamical behaviour of

their conductivity (via optical-pump THz-probe experiments, Section 3). To remove

the influence of atmospheric water vapour, which can absorb THz radiation, the entire

THz path was enclosed in a box that could be purged with nitrogen gas, or evacuated

to a pressure of < 1mbar.

2.2.1 Femtosecond lasers

The time-domain spectrometer described herein was driven by a Ti:Sapphire laser: a

brief overview of the physics behind ultra-short pulse generation in Ti:Sapphire crystals
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum of laser pulses output from the 10 fs FemtoSource Scientific
Ti:Sapphire laser used in the work reported in this thesis, indicating its broad spectral
width (the full-width at half-maximum is ∆λ = 108 nm). The dotted vertical lines at
1.42 eV and 1.71 eV show the Γ- and L-valley energy gaps for GaAs at room temperature
and pressure; the other dotted lines indicate ∆λ.

is given here, while a thorough review can be found in Spielmann et al. [62].

The electronic states of impurity atoms doped into a crystal are localised near

specific lattice sites, in contrast to the delocalised electronic states in a semiconductor

band. The electron-phonon interaction can couple these localised states to the lattice’s

spectrum of vibrational modes, producing continuous vibronic bands. For sapphire

crystals doped with titanium ions this produces a broad absorption (and emission)

spectrum. If the upper state is pumped efficiently from the ground state, a lasing

medium with a large population inversion is created. Self mode-locking via the non-

linear Kerr effect can be employed to produce a broadband pulse from the Ti:Sapphire

crystal [63]. If the entire gain spectrum is utilised, pulse durations shorter than 10 fs

can be obtained [63], corresponding to spectral widths exceeding 100 nm, as indicated

in Figure 2.2.

The laser used in the majority of the work reported in this thesis was a FemtoSource

Scientific Pro (Femtolasers Produktions Gmbh.) [63], which output 10 fs duration
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pulses at a 75MHz repetition rate, with 500mW average beam power (an energy per

pulse of 7 nJ) centred at a wavelength of 790 nm (Figure 2.2). Chirped dielectric mirrors

compensate for pulse dispersion within the laser cavity [63]. The Ti:Sapphire crystal

was pumped at 4W by a 532 nm Coherent Verdi laser, a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG

laser that is itself pumped at 800 nm by a set of diode lasers. The only work reported

in this thesis to not use this FemtoSource laser was the study of photoexcitation

dynamics presented in Section 3.3.1, in which a regeneratively amplified Ti:Sapphire

laser (Spectra Physics Spitfire Pro, 40 fs, 1mJ pulse energy, 1 kHz repetition rate) was

used.

2.2.2 Photoconductive generation of terahertz radiation

Various physical mechanisms exist for producing pulses of electromagnetic radiation

with broad spectra covering the terahertz range, most of which are based on the

excitation of a material with a ultrashort laser pulse. Conversion efficiencies are low:

femtosecond optical lasers have pulse energies of 1 nJ to 1mJ, but typical terahertz

pulse energies are 1000 times smaller, in the range from < 1 pJ to 1µJ [64]. At high

pump pulse energies (approaching 1mJ), such as those available using amplified lasers,

optical rectification in crystals such as ZnTe provides a good source of THz radiation

[58; 64; 65]. Additionally, phase-matched difference frequency mixing can produce and

detect pulses of radiation with spectra covering the entire mid-infrared (10-60THz),

but with lower power in the terahertz (0.1-10THz) range [66].

For THz-TDS systems based on unamplified laser systems, however, photoconduc-

tive emitters provide the highest emitted powers. These sources are based on the

ultrafast separation of photoexcited carriers in a semiconductor, forming a transient
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Figure 2.3: Photoconductive generation of THz radiation from (a) surface emitters
and (b) photoconductive switches, after excitation by infra-red (IR) pulses. The two
charge separation mechanisms in a surface emitter are shown in cross-section: on the side
face the photo-Dember effect is illustrated for electrons (blue) and holes (red), while on
the top face the surface depletion or accumulation layer (white lines, created by surface
states) forms the radiating dipole. In a photoconductive switch the potential V applied
to two metallic contacts (gold) creates a field (white lines) in the semiconductor that
separates electons (e) and holes (h). Photoexcitation near the anode creates a larger
THz pulse [67]. The radiation patterns for both emitters are also shown (solid black line
at the surface), after coupling into free-space [68].

dipole that radiates a pulse. Typically, the direct bandgap semiconductor gallium

arsenide (GaAs) is used, owing to the proximity of its bandgap (1.42 eV at room tem-

perature) to the peak gain of the Ti:Sapphire laser (around 800 nm, or 1.55 eV). The

different mechanisms of charge separation are illustrated in Figure 2.3: it can be due

to differing electron and hole mobilities (the photo-Dember effect), or may result from

an electric field accelerating electrons and holes in opposite directions. In the later

case, the electric field can be internal, such as the depletion (or accumulation) field

that exists near the surface of a semiconductor. THz radiation sources based on the
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photoexcitation of a bare semiconductor [69] are referred to colloquially as surface

emitters – the geometry of photoexcitation and emission are shown Figure 2.3a. Al-

ternatively, the electric field can be applied laterally between metallic contacts placed

on the semiconductor’s surface, and then the optical pulses are focussed onto the gap

between contacts (Figure 2.3b). Such a device is called a photoconductive switch, al-

ternatively known as the Auston switch, after its inventor [70]. In all these sources

of THz radiation, the acceleration of charges produces a rapid rise in current flowing

either away from the surface (surface emitters) or between contacts (photoconductive

switches). This changing current emits a pulse of electromagnetic radiation accord-

ing to Maxwell’s equations (Appendix A.1), typically with a duration of less than

1 ps. After accounting for the influence of the Fresnel transmission from the emitter

into free-space, [68] the dipole formed has a distinct radiation pattern, shown in Fig-

ure 2.3 for both types of emitter. After a short time the field driving the separation

of charges is screened by the dipole’s formation, and the ultrafast scattering, trapping

and recombination of carriers begins to diminish and finally halt THz emission.

2.2.3 Electro-optic detection

THz radiation pulses can be detected by the reverse process to the photoconductive

generation method just outlined: a THz electric field incident on a photoexcited carrier

distribution generates a measurable current [71]. In this thesis, however, the well-

established technique of electro-optic sampling [72; 73] was relied upon.

A typical electro-optic detection system is shown in Figure 2.1. The THz radiation

from a sample is focussed onto an electro-optic crystal, such as ZnTe or GaP. When

the probe beam P3 travels through the crystal at the same time as the THz pulse, its
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plane of polarisation is rotated via the Pockels effect [74]. By subsequently separating

orthogonal polarisation components with a Wollaston prism (WP), the intensity of the

two components can be measured by a pair of photodiodes. The difference between

the voltage on the two photodiodes is proportional to the THz electric field strength

[75]. In order to obtain a high signal-to-noise ratio, the emitted THz electric field is

modulated, either by applying an alternating voltage to a photoconductive switch, or

by mechanically chopping the emitter’s pump beam. The change in voltage across

the photodiodes is then recorded via a lock-in amplifier referenced to the modulation

frequency of the emitter. If delay stage 1 (Figure 2.1) is moved, the THz electric

field can be mapped out as a function of time before and after the arrival of the

sampling pulse in beam P3. To sample over a large frequency range a thin (∼ 20µm)

crystal is required, in order to minimise the effect of the mismatch between the group

velocities of the IR and THz beams. A free-standing thin crystal introduces internal

reflections into the detected time-domain electric field, however, and therefore thick

optically inactive substrates can be attached to enhance the spectrometer’s frequency

resolution, which discussed in the following section.

An alternative option to electro-optic sampling and photoconductive detection is

the use of a pair of linked Ti:Sapphire femtosecond lasers, with a fixed repetition rate

difference, and asynchronous optical sampling [76]. While the time-resolution of this

method is currently limited to ∼ 230 fs by jitter in the time-base of the electronics,

it has the advantage of not requiring a mechanical delay line, and higher scan rates

(1 kHz) are available [76].
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2.2.4 Spectral resolution and bandwidth

The usefulness and quality of spectral information obtainable from THz-TDS can be

described by three characteristics: the frequency resolution, the bandwidth and the

dynamic range (signal-to-noise ratio) of the spectrum. Since the resolution ∆f is

related to the length of the time domain window ∆t by ∆f = 1/∆t, it is desirable to

have as large a ∆t as possible. This is often necessary in order to measure accurately

the (narrow) spectral line widths of molecular vibrational modes. In time-domain

measurements internal reflections are resolvable from the sample, the THz emitter

and the detector: an example is given in Figure 2.4. While the multiple internal

reflections within the spectrometer can be accounted for, precise knowledge of the

complex refractive indices of the various optical components is required. In practise

it is simpler to window out multiple internal reflections in the time domain, which

is achieved simply by using thick components. The time delay between two internal

reflections in a component of thickness T is ∆t = 2nT/c. Experimentally, 3mm-thick

semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive switches were used, and 20µm- or 200µm-thick

(110) ZnTe crystals on 6mm thick (100) ZnTe substrates as detectors. This produces a

spectrometer with a minimum frequency resolution ∆f = c/(2nT ) = 14GHz, limited

by the GaAs (n = 3.5) emitter. This resolution is comparable to the ∼ 10GHz laser

linewidth of quantum cascade lasers [2].

Nyquist’s criterion tells us that the maximum measurable frequency is half the

inverse of the step size δt in time, or fmax = 1/(2δt). The pulse duration provides an

approximate upper limit of fmax = 50THz for a 10 fs laser. However, since the step

size of optical delay stages can be less than the duration of the pulse envelope (10 fs
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Figure 2.4: Typical THz-TDS data obtained on an optically thick sample (high-
resistivity silicon, 0.33 mm thick). (a) The time-domain electric field transmitted
through the sample Es (thick line) is delayed by 2.6 ps with respect to the reference
electric field Er (thin line) owing to the medium’s refractive index. The Fresnel trans-
mission coefficients and absorption within the sample account for the reduction in the
amplitude of Es. Two multiple internal reflections are visible in the sample, at 10.0 ps
and 17.4 ps. (b) Fourier transform spectra of time-domain data in (a) for Es (thick line)
and Er (thin line). The multiple internal reflections produce the oscillatory shape of Es,
and can be removed by restricting the time domain data to up to 9 ps (dotted line in a).

=3µm), a stricter upper limit comes from the frequency mismatch between THz pulse

and gate pulse in the detector [73]. An upper frequency of ∼ 100THz has recently

been reported by Kubler et al.[8], for mid-infrared pulses generated and detected using

GaSe.

In practice the spectral range of broadband THz emitters is limited by a number

of factors, including the duration of the emitted pulse, which depends critically upon

the dynamics of carriers in the emitter (Chapter 4), and the spectral response of

the detection crystal. Furthermore, to acquire N time-domain data points within a

practical time a compromise between bandwidth and resolution must be chosen, as

N = ∆t/δt = fmax/∆f .
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2.3 Complex refractive index of a thick sample

This section outlines the method of obtaining the complex refractive index of a mate-

rial from THz-TDS, by comparing the terahertz electric field (Es) transmitted through

an optically thick sample with a reference electric field (Er), typically taken without

the sample present. The case of a thin, conductive film is treated separately in Sec-

tion 3.2.2. If the sample is opaque at THz frequencies then the reflected electric field

should be measured instead of that transmitted. In this case the reference waveform is

taken from a material with a known reflectivity (e.g. a metallic mirror), and a different

analysis is required (see e.g. Ref. [77]).

If Er is measured in vacuum then ñ = 1, and therefore:

Er(ω) = Ei exp

[
i

ωd

c

]
(2.2)

where Ei is the electric field at some point before the sample. The electric field Es

after transmission through a sample of thickness d can be written in terms of Er via:

Es(ω) = tvstsvEi exp

[
i
ωd

c
ñ

]
FPvsv(ω)

= tvstsv exp

[
i
ωd

c
(ñ− 1)

]
FPvsv(ω)Er, (2.3)

where the Fresnel transmission coefficients [78] are given by tij = 2ñi/(ñi+ñj) at normal

incidence, and the subscripts v and s denote vacuum and sample. The Fabry-Perot

term FPvsv(ω) accounts for the effect of multiple reflections within the sample, and is

defined in general for light traversing from medium i to j to k as

FPijk(ω) =
P∑

p=0

[
rjkrji exp

(
i
2ñ(ω)ωd

c

)]p

, (2.4)

where the Fresnel reflection coefficients are rij = (ñi−ñj)/(ñi+ñj) at normal incidence.
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Equation 2.3 suggests that a comparison of Es(ω) and Er(ω) should yield ñ(ω).

Defining the complex transmission function T̃ (ω) = Es(ω)/Er(ω) yields

T̃ (ω) = |T̃ |eiφ(ω) = tvstsv exp

[
i
ωd

c
(ñ− 1)

]
FPvsv(ω). (2.5)

The presence of ñ(ω) in both tij and FPvsv means that Equation 2.5 cannot in general

be rearranged into an analytical expression for ñ(ω) in terms of the experimentally

determined T̃ (ω). ñ can always be obtained, however, via iterative numerical methods

such as those outlined by Duvillaret et al. [79; 80], and Dorney et al. [81]. However,

if certain criteria are met an analytic expression for ñ(ω) can be obtained, as is now

discussed.

2.3.1 Analytical expression for the complex refractive index

If no multiple reflections are seen from the sample then p = 0, and FPvsv(ω) = 1. This

can be achieved experimentally by windowing the time-domain data, as in Figure 2.4.

If we further make the approximation that the frequency dependence of ñ(ω) is weak,

and that tij(ñ) = tij(ñ(ω = 0)) then analytical expressions for the refractive index n

and absorption coefficient α = 2ωκ/c can be obtained:

n(ω) = 1 +
c

ωd
φ(ω), (2.6)

α(ω) = −2

d
ln
|T̃ (ω)|
|tvstsv|

. (2.7)

2.3.2 Dispersion relations

It is possible to obtain the dispersion relation for a material directly from ñ obtained

via THz-TDS. Rather than obtaining the function ω(k), the dispersion relation is
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described via k(ω) using the result k(ω) = ñ(ω)ω/c (Appendix A.1). In the case of

weak dispersion (Section 2.3.1) the dispersion relation is simply:

k(ω) =
φ(ω)

d
+

ω

c
. (2.8)

2.4 Examples of THz-TDS

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, a diverse range of materials of current scientific and

industrial interest exhibit marked features in the THz range of the electromagnetic

spectrum. In this section an experimental survey of the key phenomena that create

a response at THz frequencies is presented – results that are important later in this

thesis.

2.4.1 Phonon-polariton dispersion

In an ionic crystal, a photon couples with other transverse vibrations, such as TO-

phonon modes, resulting in a propagating quasiparticle known as a phonon-polariton.

The dielectric function ε(ω) is well described by the Lorentz oscillator model [82], in

which:

εTO(ω) = ε∞ + (εs − ε∞)
ω2

TO

ω2
TO − ω2 − iωΓ

, (2.9)

where ωTO and Γ are the TO-phonon frequency and damping rate. This expression can

be derived either quantum mechanically from a perturbative treatment of the light-

matter interaction (in the electric dipole approximation), or macroscopically from the

equation of motion for an electron including damping [82]. The lattice is highly re-

flective when ωTO < ω < ωLO, where ωLO = ωTO

√
εs/ε∞ is the LO phonon frequency,

owing to the dielectric function having a large imaginary component, restricting the
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Figure 2.5: (a) Time-domain electric field. After transmission through CsI, the THz
electric field has an additional oscillatory component. (b) Amplitude spectra, indicating
CsI’s TO-phonon mode at 1.8THz.

propagation of electromagnetic radiation. This range is loosely analogous to the elec-

tronic bandgap of semiconductors and the bandgap of photonic crystals. Away from

ωTO the polariton is photon-like, exhibiting linear dispersion with ω = ck/
√

εs in the

lower polariton branch (ω � ωTO) and ω = ck/
√

ε∞ in the upper branch (ω � ωTO).

The high-frequency dielectric constant ε∞ describes the response of the valence elec-

trons to electromagnetic radiation at energies significantly below the bandgap energy.

The applicability of Equation 2.9 has been well known for a number of decades, and

was initially demonstrated via reflectivity measurements in the mid- and far-infrared

[82]. Phonon-polariton dispersion relations can be measured more directly with Ra-

man spectroscopy, in which an incident photon is scattered by a phonon, and the

intensity of scattered light is determined at various angles [83]. Recent years have seen

a resurgence in the interest in phonon-polaritons, following experiments that demon-

strate the coherent control of polaritons within a patterned medium [84]. This has

lead to suggestions for polaritonic devices, in which THz radiation is generated, prop-
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agated along a waveguide, and detected within a single solid-state chip [84]. THz-TDS

offers advantages over both Raman and reflectivity spectroscopy in the investigation

of phonon-polaritons, as is now discussed with the specific example of CsI.

The THz electric field transmitted through a 30µm thick CsI crystal was measured,

and is shown in Figure 2.5. The additional oscillations in the time-domain are due to

the strong absorption of THz radiation close to the TO-phonon frequency (1.8THz).

In Figure 2.6 the real and imaginary parts of both the complex refractive index ñ, and

the response function 1/ε are plotted, calculated as described above (Section 2.3.1).

The theoretical curves, derived from Equation 2.9 with ωTO = 1.75THz, εs = 5.65,

ε∞ = 2.7, Γ = 0.9× 1012s−1, are in excellent agreement with experiment.

A key advantage of THz-TDS over reflectivity measurements is that the complex

dielectric function can be determined without use of the Kramers-Kronig relations.

THz-TDS also has beneficial aspects in comparison with Raman spectroscopy, in which

the wavevector of the polariton is determined from k2 = k2
i +k2

s−2kiks cos θ, where the

incident (scattered) photon has wavevector ki (ks), and θ is the scattering angle. When

θ is small, the intense peak from elastic scattering can swamp the weaker Raman signal,

making the experimental measurement of k away from phonon modes a challenge.

Raman spectroscopy requires the rotation of the detector over θ, and cannot measure

both upper and lower polariton branches within the same scattering geometry [83].

THz-TDS does not have these disadvantages, and furthermore is less likely to damage

a sample (weak far infra-red pulses are used, rather than the intense visible radiation

typically used in Raman spectroscopy). Furthermore, measuring the low-frequency

modes of polaritons in birefringent media such as ferroelectrics is more readily done

via THz-TDS, which does not face problems associated with the wavevector change
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Figure 2.6: (a) Real part of refractive index of CsI determined from experiment (dots),
and from Drude-Lorentz model (solid line). Fit parameters are: ωTO = 1.75 THz,
εs = 5.65, ε∞ = 2.7, Γ = 0.9 × 1012s−1. Dashed lines mark the TO and LO phonon
frequencies (1.8 THz and 2.6THz). (b) Absorption coefficient of CsI. (c) and (d) Real
and imaginary part of response function 1/ε. (e) Phonon polariton dispersion relation,
where the wavevector k was calculated from k(ω) = ωñ/c.

between ordinary and extraordinary propagation [20].

2.4.2 Rotational modes of water vapour

Far infra-red radiation couples strongly to the rotational modes of atmospheric water

vapour, with numerous modes in the terahertz range. The frequencies and absorption

coefficients of these modes have been measured precisely in the past in the range

0.2 − 1.45THz using THz-TDS, [85] and the transmission change up to 3THz has
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been reported [76]. In this section the complex refractive index of water vapour in

the range 0.2− 4.8THz is reported. Excellent agreement is found with the absorption

lines reported in the literature, demonstrating that the THz spectrometer is calibrated

correctly. Additionally, the knowledge of the principal atmospheric transmission bands

is vital for future optical communications systems operating at THz frequencies.

In Figure 2.7 the time-domain electric fields are shown as measured in a vacuum

of 1mbar (Es) and in air (Er) at room temperature and pressure, and 40% humidity.

The time-domain traces were taken over a delay of 70 ps, with no multiple internal

reflections in this range owing to the use of a 3mm-thick SI-GaAs photoconductive

emitter, and a 20µm (110) on 6mm (100) ZnTe. This enabled a frequency resolution of

14GHz to be obtained (Section 2.2.4). The THz path length within the spectrometer

(the sample thickness) was 0.49m. The complex refractive index is also presented in

Figure 2.7, in which 70 absorption peaks are discernable in the range 0− 5THz. The

complex refractive index can be modelled well by a Drude-Lorentz dielectric function

with multiple oscillators, as shown in the insets to plots c) and d) of Figure 2.7 for

the modes at 0.557THz and 0.752THz. The measured lifetimes of these modes are

1/Γ = 20ps, which is why atmospheric water vapour absorption produces the long-

lived “ringing” after a THz pulse. On a practical note, these oscillations are useful

in alignment of THz systems, to help find the position of zero delay. The second

harmonics of a number of modes are visible in Figure 2.7: for example the higher

orders of the 1.101THz mode can be seen at 2.202THz and 4.403THz (the mode at

3.303THz is obscured by the second order of the 1.672THz mode, at 3.344THz).
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Figure 2.7: (a) Measured time-domain electric fields and (b) spectra obtained in
a 1mbar vacuum (grey lines) and at atmospheric pressure (red lines). Note that some
water vapour absorption is still visible in the reference, which can be removed by purging
with nitrogen gas and purging successively. (c) Refractive index of water vapour, up to
5 THz, plotted as ∆n = n − 1. (d) Absorption coefficient. The measured absorption
lines are (with the principal lines highlighted in bold): 0.557, 0.752, 0.989, 1.101, 1.170,
1.212, 1.324, 1.421, 1.602, 1.672, 1.728, 1.770, 1.797, 1.867, 1.923, 2.048, 2.076, 2.174,
2.202, 2.229, 2.271, 2.327, 2.355, 2.397, 2.438, 2.466, 2.578, 2.647, 2.787, 2.884, 2.982,
3.024, 3.052, 3.135, 3.177, 3.219, 3.344, 3.386, 3.414, 3.511, 3.553, 3.609, 3.665, 3.734,
3.818, 3.874, 3.929, 3.985, 4.097, 4.124, 4.208, 4.236, 4.278, 4.333, 4.403, 4.445, 4.487,
4.542, 4.584, 4.626 THz. For comparison, the lines reported by Exter et al. [85] are
0.557, 0.752, 0.998, 1.097, 1.113, 1.163, 1.208, 1.229 and 1.410THz. The insets in c) and
d) illustrate a Drude-Lorentz oscillator fit (lines) to the data (dots) in the vicinity of the
modes at 0.557 THz and 0.752 THz.
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2.4.3 Free electron plasmas

A good understanding of the conductivity of metallic and semiconducting materials,

essential in today’s electronics industry, can be obtained via the Drude-Lorentz model

of a free-electron gas. The Drude-Lorentz model has been applied widely to inorganic

semiconductors within the field of THz-TDS, in studies of doped semiconductors such

as silicon [10] and GaN [86] and photoexcited GaAs [87; 88] and InP [23]. Further

examples of its use include the superconductor YBCO [89] and the doped (metallic)

polymer polypyrrole [12].

In the Drude-Lorentz treatment the material of interest is modelled as a plasma,

namely a medium in which mobile charges (e.g. electrons) move with respect to a

fixed lattice of charges with an opposite sign (e.g. positively charged ions). For doped

semiconductors the dielectric function is of the form:

εpl(ω) = ε∞ −
Ne2

m∗ε0(ω2 + iωΓ)
, (2.10)

where ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric constant [82]. N , m∗ and Γ are respectively

the concentration, effective mass and scattering rate of free carriers. Γ is related to

the phenomenological scattering time τ by Γ = 1/τ . For metals the same equation

holds, but with ε∞ = 1 and m∗ = me.

The frequency-dependent response of a free-electron gas can be understood with

reference to the plasma frequency ωp, which is the frequency at which εpl = 0 in the

case of zero damping (Γ = 0). From Equation 2.10, the plasma frequency is

ωp =

√
Ne2

m∗ε∞ε0

. (2.11)

When ω < ωp the free-electron gas can respond to electromagnetic radiation, while

above ωp the plasma can no longer react to the driving force. This interaction produces
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Figure 2.8: Complex refractive index of doped silicon obtained using THz-TDS (solid
lines), and fits using the Drude-Lorentz model (dashed lines). (a) Refractive index; (b)
Absorption coefficient; (c) Real part of conductivity; (d) Imaginary part of conductivity;
(e) Real part of inverse dielectric function 1/ε; (f) Imaginary part of −1/ε.

a frequency-dependent complex refractive index, with a large absorption coefficient

below ωp.

The electrical conductivity σ(ω) can be calculated from the dielectric function

using the relation ε(ω) = ε∞+ iσ(ω)/(ε0ω), which is derived from Maxwell’s equations

in Appendix A.1. The conductivity exhibits a maximum at zero frequency, with a

value σ(ω = 0) = Ne2/(m∗Γ). Defining the electron mobility µ = eτ/m∗, where

τ = 1/Γ is the mean time between scattering events, produces the well-known result

σ(ω = 0) = Neµ.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the complex refractive index, conductivity and inverse dielec-
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Figure 2.9: (a) Amplitude spectra of measured reference THz electric field (top line),
after transmission through silicon (middle line), and after transmission through a 30 nm
gold layer on silicon (bottom, dashed line). The amplitude expected using the Drude-
Lorentz model for gold (parameters given in the text) is also shown (bottom, solid line).
(b) Modelled transmission of gold, illustrating its transparency in the UV above the
plasma frequency (9.0 eV).

tric function for an n-type silicon sample, as measured using the THz spectrometer

and method outlined in Section 2.3. Good agreement is found with the Drude-Lorentz

model just described, when N = 8 × 1015 cm−3 and Γ = 2 × 1013 s−1. The accurate

description of the interaction between THz radiation and electrons in silicon provided

by the Drude-Lorentz model is crucial in later chapters of this thesis: it is applied in

the study of carrier trapping in polymer transistors during Chapter 5, and in Chapter 3

photoexcited electron-hole plasmas are treated within its framework. The propagation

of THz radiation within a free-electron plasma is also critical in some THz emitters,

as discussed in Section 4.3 with regard to emission from InSb surfaces.

THz-TDS can also be employed to determine the complex refractive index of thin-

films of metals. In a recent study, Gilmore et al. [17] used the temperature depen-

dance of THz transmission through a thin metallic film to extract the electron-phonon

coupling constant of lead. In this section, the THz transmission of a thin (30 nm)

layer of gold deposited on a silicon substrate is reported, as shown in Figure 2.9.
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The amplitude of THz radiation after transmission through gold is more than an or-

der of magnitude smaller than that through the silicon substrate. This finding is

of particular relevance to the THz spectroscopy of polymer transistors, as described

in Section 5.3. The Drude-Lorentz dielectric function models the data accurately,

with N = 5.9 × 1022 cm−3 and Γ = 8 × 1013 s−1. The corresponding conductivity is

2.1 × 107 Ω−1cm−1, and is effectively constant over the THz range as the modelled

plasma frequency, ωp/2π = 2.2 × 1015 Hz, lies in the ultra-violet frequency range at

9.0 eV (Figure 2.9b). No measurable time delay is observed in the time-domain electric

field transmitted through the gold film (with respect to the silicon), indicating that

the thin-film limit (Equation 3.7) is valid.

2.4.4 Transmission through metallic waveguides

The temporal beam profile of electron beam bunches in a free-electron laser can be

determined by examining the Smith-Purcell radiation emitted [90]. This radiation is

produced by the diffraction of the relativistic electron beam from a periodic grating,

and occurs at terahertz frequencies. In order to measure successfully the far infra-red

Smith-Purcell radiation emitted it is necessary to eliminate light at lower frequencies

using a suitable filter, such as a “waveguide array plate” (WAP) [91]. These filters

consist of holes of diameter d drilled (using a CNC machine) in a hexagonal lattice (hole

spacing s) through a ∼ 1mm thick metal (copper) sheet, as shown schematically in the

inset of Figure 2.10a. WAPs are designed to act as band-pass filters, i.e. to transmit

electromagnetic radiation within a narrow frequency range. The lowest frequency

mode (TE11) that can propagate through the holes, which act as a circular metallic

waveguide (of infinite length), is fc = 1.841c/πd [91]. The cut-off at higher frequency is
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due to the lowest order diffraction mode, which will occur at a frequency fd = 2c/
√

3s

for a hexagonal array.

A number of WAPs were characterised using THz-TDS, to obtain their transmission

functions over the THz range. Typical time-domain electric fields after transmission

through a WAP are shown in Figure 2.10a for filters designed to have maximum

transmission at 456GHz and 1.2THz. The oscillatory time-domain shape results from

the filters having a maximium in transmission between fc and fd. The filters all

exhibit a sharp cut-off in transmission at the design frequencies of their waveguide

modes, fc = 0.37THz and fc = 1.03THz respectively (Figure 2.10b), and have a power

transmission of less than 10−5 at frequencies below fc (Figure 2.10c). The drop-off in

power above the lowest order diffraction mode (fd = 0.55THz and fd = 1.51THz

respectively) is less dramatic, as the filters were placed at the focal point of THz

radiation in the spectrometer. For filters designed with even lower fc (larger d) the

effect of diffraction from the hole array was more noticable: moving the array 1 cm from

the focus significantly reduced the THz power collected by the spectrometer above fd

for a 200GHz filter (Figure 2.10d).

2.5 Summary

In this chapter the principles of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy were outlined, and

detailed examples of the use and benefits of the technique were given. An overview

of the photoconductive generation and electro-optic detection of pulses of terahertz

radiation was given, with the specific details of the spectrometer used herein. After

discussing how to extract the complex refractive index of a sample from time-domain
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Figure 2.10: (a) Time-domain electric field of reference (top line, decreased by a factor
of 3) and of filters designed to have maximum transmission at 456 GHz (middle line,
vertically offset for clarity) and 1.2THz (bottom line), measured over an electro-optic
sampling delay of 70 ps. (Inset) indicates the hexagonal lattice of the waveguide array
plate. (b) Amplitude spectra Es for 456 GHz filter (thick, solid line) and 1.2 THz (dashed
line) WAPs, and reference Er (thin line), obtained from a). (c) Power transmission
|Es/Er|2 for the two filters. The experimental noise floor limits the transmission below
fc. (d) The power transmission for a filter with maximum transmission at 200GHz
when placed at THz focus (solid line) and 1 cm from focus (dashed line).
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measurements, the phonon-polariton dispersion of CsI (Section 2.4.1) and the conduc-

tivity of silicon and gold (Section 2.4.3) were reported, and related to theory. Finally,

band-pass filters operating in the THz regime were characterised (Section 2.4.4), and

demonstrated to operate within their designed range.



Chapter 3

Carrier dynamics in damaged
inorganic semiconductors

“No physical quantity can continue to change exponentially forever.
Your job is delaying forever.”
G. Moore, International Solid-State Circuits Conference, San Francisco,
2003.

3.1 Ultrafast optoelectronics

The driving force behind many of the developments in electronics is the need to trans-

fer and process information at ever faster rates. There is a growing demand for ever

higher data bandwidths, necessitating advances in our understanding of how semi-

conductors interact with light on ultra-short (sub-picosecond) timescales. Numerous

devices exist that exploit the interaction between electronic states in semiconductors

and photons of light: solid-state lasers, LEDs, quantum-confined structures (such as

quantum cascade lasers), photodiodes and solar cells, to name but a few. In a variety

of these optoelectronic devices, including photoconductive emitters and detectors of

terahertz radiation, a large response to illumination is desirable, but only for an ultra-

short timescale. In the language of semiconductor physics this translates to wanting

a photoexcited carrier to have a large mobility, but a short carrier lifetime – typically

40
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Figure 3.1: Band structure of GaAs, typical of the III-V semiconductors. Parabolic
bands are plotted (solid lines), showing the Γ, L and X valleys of the conduction band,
and the three valence bands. The defect level (dotted line) created by the arsenic anti-site
in GaAs:As+ lies 0.3 eV below the conduction band minimum [92].

1 ps or less. Such a material can be obtained via ion implantation or low-temperature

growth of a semiconductor, techniques which are outlined below.

In this chapter optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy is introduced – a technique

that can measure directly the conductivity of photoexcited carriers on a sub-picosecond

time scale. The time-resolved conductivity of samples from the semi-insulating III-V

semiconductor system In1−xGaxAs are presented, in order to elucidate the interaction

between THz radiation and photoexcited semiconductors. Finally, an investigation is

reported of the carrier dynamics in low-temperature grown GaAs, and ion-implanted

InP.

3.1.1 Semi-insulating direct bandgap semiconductors

The III-V semiconductors and (most of) their alloys exhibit a direct band gap, in

which the transition between the highest filled electronic state (in the valence band)
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and the lowest empty state (in the conduction band) occurs at close to zero wavevec-

tor. This situation is shown for GaAs in the simplified bandstructure of Figure 3.1, in

which the direct bandgap energy is EΓ = 1.42 eV at room temperature and pressure.

Semiconductors have an intrinsic electron and hole density created by thermal excita-

tion across the bandgap, and an extrinsic concentration from dopant (impurity) ions

in the crystal. Defects can be introduced during crystal growth that pin the electronic

Fermi level close to the mid-point of the bandgap, producing a semiconductor with a

near-intrinsic equilibrium carrier concentration. If the direct bandgap is sufficiently

large, then the semiconductor has an extremely high dark resistivity, and is termed

semi-insulating.

A comprehensive review of the physics and applications of semi-insulating semi-

conductors can be found in Ref. [93]; examples include Fe-doped InP and non-

stoichiometric GaAs. While semi-insulating materials have use as replacements for

oxide insulator layers in semiconductor devices, their use in ultrafast electronic com-

ponents is limited by the long lifetime of their injected carriers, which can exceed 1 ns.

Highly resistive semi-insulating materials that have shorter carrier lifetimes, and are

suitable for ultrafast optoelectronics, can be created by introducing additional defects

into the bandgap. Two techniques of achieving this are now outlined: semiconductor

growth at low temperature, and ion-implantation.

3.1.2 Low-temperature growth

Gallium arsenide, and other III-V semiconductors, are typically grown via molecular

beam epitaxy or metal-oxide chemical vapour deposition [82] at temperatures exceed-

ing 500 ◦C. If, however, the growth procedure is performed in the range 190-350 ◦C
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then additional defect centres are created. In low-temperature-grown (or LT-) GaAs

a number of defects form, including As precipitates, substitutional and interstitial de-

fects and vacancies [94]. A post-growth thermal annealing step is often used to remove

some of these defects, in order to produce a high dark resistivity. With a careful

control of the growth temperature a material with an ultra-short photoexcited carrier

lifetime can be created, for instance as short as 0.1 ps for LT-GaAs [94].

3.1.3 Ion-implantation

An alternative method of creating a material with an ultra-fast optical response is

the technique of ion implantation, in which accelerated ions bombard and damage

the crystal structure of a pristine semiconductor. A sufficiently energetic incident ion

will eject an atom in the target from its lattice site, creating a vacancy. The ejected

atom can create additional vacancies (termed recoil vacancies) as it decelerates. The

defects created during ion-implantation can trap and scatter photoexcited electrons

on sub-picosecond timescales [95; 96; 97].

Ion-implantation has a number of benefits in comparison to low-temperature

growth. The controllable ion dosage permits samples with more reproducible prop-

erties than LT-GaAs, where difficulties in controlling the temperature during growth

result in nominally identical samples having different properties. Ion-implantation has

the further characteristic of generating damage over a broad depth range, with a dis-

tribution that is almost Gaussian [98]. The defect concentration can be tailored by

choosing the ion type, dose, and energy, and implantation can be performed in specific

target areas.

The Australian National University 1.7MV tandem accelerator was used to irra-
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Figure 3.2: Damage profile for arsenic-implanted GaAs – the depth dependence of
vacancies (including recoil vacancies) was calculated using the SRIM software [99]. The
1 MeV, 2.5×1015 cm−2 dose (dash-dotted line) and 2.4 MeV, 1.0×1016 cm−2 dose (dashed
line) create an approximately uniform damage profile (solid line) extending over 1µm
from the surface. By scaling the concentration according to the dose, the distributions
for samples implanted at lower doses can be obtained.

diate a variety of semiconductors with ions, at room temperature. In order to create

defects over the absorption depth for band-gap energy light (∼1µm), sufficiently ener-

getic ions are required (typically more than 1MeV for arsenic and iron ions). Approx-

imately uniform damage profiles were created by employing a number of implants, at

varying energies and doses. A typical damage profile is shown for arsenic-implanted

GaAs (GaAs:As+) in Figure 3.2, which was obtained using the Stopping Range of

Ions in Matter (SRIM) software [99]. This suite of programs uses a quantum mechan-

ical treatment of ion-atom collisions to calculate the damage that each incident ion

produces.

The principal defect in arsenic ion-implanted GaAs (GaAs:As+) is thought to be

the antisite donor defect AsGa, where As replaces Ga on some Ga lattice sites. Deep-

level transient spectroscopy has found that the defect energy levels in GaAs:As+ lie
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∼0.3 eV below the conduction band [92]. The electron lifetime in GaAs:As+ can be

as short as that of LT-GaAs, i.e. ∼ 0.1 ps [95; 100]. By performing a post-implant

anneal the resistivity of GaAs:As+ can be increased to levels comparable to LT-GaAs

[100; 101], as is desirable for ultra-fast semiconductors in general, and photoconductive

terahertz emitters in particular (Section 4.2.1).

3.1.4 Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime model

The Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) approach [102] can be used to model the lifetimes of

injected carriers in semiconductors, by calculating the expected rate of electron-hole

recombination. Within this model the carrier lifetime τ is related to the concentration

of recombination centres Nt by

1

τ
= NtvthΣ, (3.1)

where Σ is the scattering cross-section for a single isolated defect (typically of the

order of magnitude of the defect’s cross-sectional area). The thermal velocity vth of a

carrier is calculated by equating its kinetic energy m∗v2
th/2 and thermal energy 3kBT/2,

resulting in

vth =

√
3kBT

m∗ . (3.2)

For example, with an electron effective mass of m∗ = 0.08me (InP) this results in

vth = 4.1× 105 ms−1.

A number of authors have used the SRH model (Equation 3.1) to investigate the

carrier dynamics of LT-GaAs, in order to extract the density of recombination centres

from

Nt =
1

τvthΣ
. (3.3)
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The assumption of a constant Σ is made, with a thermal velocity given by Equation 3.2

and a lifetime either from optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy[103; 104] or from

time-resolved reflectivity [105]. For instance, Prabhu et al.[103] report that a LT-

GaAs sample grown at 300◦C with a lifetime of 0.2 ps has Nt ∼ 1019 cm−3, when it is

assumed that Σ = 7×10−15 cm−2. Similarly, Nemec et al.[104] find Nt ∼ 4×1018 cm−3

with Σ = 2 × 10−15 cm−2. The SRH model is applied to semi-insulating GaAs with

passivated surface states in Section 3.3.2, to ion-implanted InP in Section 3.5.3, and

later to trapping in semiconducting polymers in Section 5.4.

3.2 Time-resolved conductivity

The experimental and theoretical concepts underpinning the technique of optical-pump

THz-probe spectroscopy are outlined in this section, before a brief comparison is made

with other time-resolved spectroscopic methods.

3.2.1 Experimental setup

The experimental setup of the optical-pump THz-probe system used in this work is

shown in Figure 2.1. The THz electric field transmitted through the sample was

recorded via electro-optic sampling, as described in Section 2, using a first lock-in

amplifier referenced to the voltage driving the photoconductive switch. An additional

part of the laser beam was split off before the THz delay stage, and was sent (colin-

early with the THz pulse) to the sample in order to photoexcite carriers (beam P2).

The photoexcited carriers in the sample alter the material’s conductivity, changing its

transmission to THz radiation. However, at the sample pump fluences available from
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Figure 3.3: The difference voltage (SIGNAL) from the balanced electro-optic sampling
setup is fed into a first lock-in amplifier, referenced to the modulation driving the pho-
toconductive switch (at fref1 = 20 kHz). The voltage reported by this lock-in amplifier
(V ) was sent to a second lock-in amplifier, referenced to the frequency of optical chop-
ping (fref2 = 160 Hz), allowing the change ∆V in V to be measured. As the voltage V
recorded in electro-optic sampling is proportional to the THz electric field strength T ,
the relative change in transmission is ∆T/T = ∆V/V .

an unamplified Ti:Sapphire oscillator, this transmission change is typically small – of

the order of 1 part in 1000. Therefore, the sample pump beam was modulated mechan-

ically via an optical chopper, at around 150Hz. The change in the THz electric field

occuring at this frequency was then recorded, using a second lock-in amplifier (refer-

enced to the chopper), as shown in the circuit diagram of Figure 3.3. The change in the

transmitted electric field ∆T between the pump’s ‘on’ and ‘off’ states was thus mea-

sured, and can be related to the sample’s conductivity, as described in Section 3.2.2.

There are a couple of issues of note about the sample and the geometry of the

spectrometer. The THz beam waist at the sample should be smaller than that of

the sample pump beam (P2), so that the probed charge density is uniform. This can

be achieved by ensuring that the pump is not focussed at the sample. Ideally, to

look at a well-defined carrier density, a charge distribution that is uniform in depth

into the sample is required. This constraint requires the sample’s thickness to be
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less than its absorption depth, typically 1/α ∼ 1µm in inorganic semiconductors.

In order to study the dynamics of photoexcited carriers in THz devices, however,

this requirement should not be fulfilled – in thick semiconductors (required for high

resolution spectrometers, Section 2.2.4) carrier diffusion into the bulk material can

play a significant role (Sections 3.3.2 and 4.5).

Two classes of experiment can be performed using the setup of Figure 2.1. At a

fixed sample pump delay time, scanning the THz delay line allows the medium’s con-

ductivity to be determined over the THz frequency range by recording the transmission

change. If this is done at a number of different delay times before and after the arrival

of the sample pump pulse, then the dynamical change in the frequency-dependent

conductivity σ(ω) can be measured. The comparison of σ(ω) with a model of the

carrier dynamics in the sample often yields invaluable insights into charge transport

(Section 1.3.2 and references therein). Alternatively, if the THz delay line is set to the

peak of the THz electric field, and the sample pump beam delay is altered, then the

resulting transmission change is a measure of the conductivity averaged over the range

of frequencies in the THz probe pulse – this is the approach adopted herein.

3.2.2 Calculating the conductivity

An expression is now derived for the conductivity σ(ω) of photoexcited carriers in

terms of the change in the transmitted terahertz electric field. According to Beer’s

Law, the initial density N(t = 0) of photoexcited carriers decays exponentially with

depth z into the semiconductor, with a distribution of the form

N(z) = N0e
−αz, (3.4)
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Figure 3.4: The THz electric field after transmission through (a) unexcited and (b)
photoexcited sample are denoted respectively Eoff and Eon, and can be related to the
incident electric field Ei as in Equations 3.5 and 3.6. The labels v, s and f correspond
to vacuum, sample and the photoexcited thin-film.

where the initial surface charge density is N0, and α is the absorption coefficient. The

photoexcited region can therefore be modelled as a thin film of thickness δ = 1/α ∼

1µm.

Denoting the electric field before propagation through the sample as Ei, and the

field after transmission through the sample when the pump beam is and is not blocked

as Eoff and Eon respectively (Figure 3.4), standard boundary condition considerations

result in

Eoff = tvstsve
insωd/cFPvsvEi, (3.5)

Eon = tvftfstsve
infωδ/ceinsω(d−δ)/cFPvfsFPfsvEi, (3.6)

where the Fresnel transmission coefficients are tij = 2ni/(ni + nj), and the subscripts

v, s, and f denote respectively vacuum, the unexcited semiconductor and the excited

thin-film. The Fabry-Perot terms FPijk (Equation 2.4) account for multiple inter-

nal reflections within medium j, and since the reflections produced by the optically-

thick substrate can be removed by windowing the time-domain data (Figure 2.4) then

FPvsv = FPfsv = 1. In order to evaluate FPvfs we assume that the thin-film limit
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applies, namely that

nfδω/c � 1 ⇒ einfδω/c = 1 + infδω/c. (3.7)

This is equivalent to assuming that all internal reflections from the thin-film overlap in

the time-domain (a situation that was demonstrated experimentally for gold thin-films,

which have a significantly greater conductivity than found in most semiconductors –

see Section 2.4.3). This produces

FPvfs =
∞∑

p=0

[
rfsrfve

2infωδ/c
]p

=
1

1− rfsrfve2infωδ/c
. (3.8)

Defining the function T (ω) = Eon/Eoff , and using Equations 3.5-3.8 and the re-

lationship between the conductivity σ and dielectric function εf of the thin film

(εf = ε∞ + iσ/ε0ω, Appendix A.1) results in

σ(ω) =
1 + ns

Z0δ

(
1

T
− 1

)
, (3.9)

where the the further assumption that nf � ns was made. Experimentally, the am-

plitude of the change in transmitted electric field between the pump on and off states

is measured, i.e. ∆E = |Eon − Eoff | = Eoff − Eon (since Eon < Eoff due to the ad-

ditional absorption and reflection of THz radiation when the pump beam is on), and

thus 1/T − 1 = ∆E/Eon. When the change in transmission is small, as is the case at

the photoexcited carrier densities herein, Eon ∼ Es = (Eon +Eoff)/2, and therefore the

conductivity is proportional to the relative transmission change:

σ(ω) =
1 + ns

Z0δ

∆E

Es

. (3.10)

The conductivity has contributions from both electrons and holes, and in general

is related to the mobility µ and carrier density N of the two species via

σ = Neeµe + Nheµh. (3.11)
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In practice the conductivity is dominated by the contribution of electrons with a low

excess energy above band-gap, such that they are close to the Γ-point of the Brillouin

zone (“in the Γ-valley” – Figure 3.1). Such electrons are significantly more mobile than

electrons higher in the band (e.g. in the L or X-valley), or holes. The approximation

that σ = Neeµe is therefore valid for the III-V semiconductors.

It is possible to distinguish directly between the contributions of the free carrier

density and of the mobility to the conductivity, if free-carrier absorption of THz radia-

tion produces a plasma frequency in the THz range. Fitting the frequency-dependent

transmission using the Drude-Lorentz model (Equation 2.10) will give the carrier

density, as long as the charge density probed by the THz radiation is uniform (Sec-

tion 3.2.1). However, the initial carrier density can also be estimated from the known

pump pulse fluence, the reflective losses on entering the semiconductor, and the ab-

sorption coefficient. The mobility of photoexcited carriers can thus be extracted from

the peak of the conductivity, and is assumed to be constant with time after photoex-

citation. Any decay in the conductivity with time is therefore due to a reduction in

the number density of photoexcited electrons. The electron-hole recombination rate

and carrier-trapping rates typically exhibit exponential decays, i.e. a time dependence

N(t) = N0 exp(−t/τ), where N(t) can be obtained directly from the experimental

data via

N(t) =
1 + ns

Z0eµeδ

∆E(t)

Es(t)
. (3.12)

3.2.3 Comparison with other time-resolved techniques

Within the field of ultra-fast optoelectronics there are a number of other techniques

based on pulsed laser systems that can be leveraged to investigate carrier dynamics on
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picosecond timescales [106]. Here, they are briefly compared with optical-pump THz-

probe spectroscopy. The temporal resolution of all of these techniques is ultimately

limited by the duration of the exciting laser pulse.

• Photoluminescence spectroscopy [107]. The radiative recombination of a pho-

toexcited electron and hole pair generates a photon, often at a lower energy than

the excitation energy. The spectrum of this photoluminescence can be recorded

via techniques such as up-conversion, giving direct access to information about

energy transfer and carrier recombination mechanisms in a material [108]. How-

ever, data can be difficult to obtain for materials that don’t photoluminesce

efficiently, or degrade under photoexcitation. The role of non-radiative recombi-

nation centres, such as carrier traps in ion-implanted semiconductors, is harder

to determine directly than with THz-TDS.

• Time-resolved absorption/reflectivity [109]. A photoexcited carrier distribution

is created by an intense above-band edge pulse of light, and then probed by a

weaker pulse either at the same frequency, or below the absorption edge. The

change in the intensity of the probe beam reflected from the sample (or trans-

mitted through it, for thin samples) is recorded. By delaying the relative ar-

rival time of the pump and probe pulse, the change in reflectivity with time

can be obtained, providing information about the dynamical changes occuring

during and after photoexcitation. Time-resolved reflectivity is typically used to

assess the lifetimes of ultrafast semiconductors, with changes to the reflectiv-

ity often ascribed to carrier trapping [94]. Unfortunately, the interpretation of

such data is complicated by three competing contributions to the reflectivity
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change: bandgap renormalisation, free carrier absorption and bandfilling effects

[105; 109; 110]. The first two of these effects create a negative reflectivity change

(for GaAs excited above bandgap), while the latter produces a positive reflectiv-

ity change [105], making the analysis of reflectivity curves complex. Addition-

ally, the wavelength of both pump and probe pulses is restricted to the frequency

range accessible using harmonics of the laser’s fundamental mode, i.e. typically

to the near-IR, visible and UV. The probe itself can therefore photoexcite carri-

ers (by two photon or two-step absorption if below the bandgap energy), further

complicating data analysis.

• Time-resolved Raman spectroscopy [106] measures the decay in the population of

a low-frequency mode (typically an optical phonon mode) after photoexcitation,

witnessed by the inelastic scattering of a probe pulse from excitations created

by a stronger pump pulse. A suitably chosen polarisation analyser prevents the

light scattered from the pump pulse from entering the detector. Different low-

frequency excitations can be created and monitored via time-resolved Raman

spectroscopy than can be accessed via THz spectroscopy, owing to the selection

rules for inelastic scattering (e.g. non-equilibrium LO-phonons in GaAs [111]).

In summary, optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy can measure the complex re-

fractive index or the conductivity of a medium, and often provides more direct experi-

mental access to the properties of a material than is possible with other time-resolved

techniques.
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Figure 3.5: (a) Intravalley scattering of a photoexcited electron by the emission of an
LO phonon. A number of scattering events are required to reach the minimum of the
conduction band. (b) Incident laser pulse intensity (blue) and photoexcited conductivity
σ (red) as a function of time. When the laser pulse duration tl is larger than the scattering
time ts, the timescale tσ for the rise in σ follows the laser pulse. (c) Conversely, when
tl < ts the response of the semiconductor limits the rise in conductivity, a situation
obtained when photoexciting high above the direct bandgap energy EΓ.

3.3 Semi-insulating semiconductors

The time-resolved conductivity measurements that can be obtained using optical-pump

THz-probe spectroscopy provide direct insights into the ultrafast dynamics of photoex-

cited carriers in semiconductors, knowledge that is essential to understand properly the

emission of THz radiation from photoexcited semiconductors. In this section results

from optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy of semi-insulating semiconductors are pre-

sented. The findings are applied to the photoconductive emission of THz radiation

throughout Chapter 4.

3.3.1 Photoexcitation dynamics

If a photon incident on a semiconductor has an energy Eγ exceeding its bandgap

energy a valence band electron can be excited into the conduction band, increasing the

material’s conductivity σ. For a direct bandgap semiconductor with Γ-valley energy

gap EΓ the photoexcited electron has an excess kinetic energy Eex = Eγ−EΓ, which it
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begins to lose owing to the various carrier scattering mechanisms ([82], Section 4.2.2)

until it reaches the bottom of the band. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.5a

for electron-LO phonon scattering – the time taken for an electron to scatter to the

bottom of the band is denoted ts.

The timescale tσ of the rise in conductivity for pulsed excitation is determined

by a combination of the duration tl of the laser pulse and ts. When tl > ts the rise

in conductivity will follow the laser pulse (Figure 3.5b). However, when tl < ts, the

scattering time can dominate the conductivity change (Figure 3.5c). Such a situation

is obtained when electrons are photoexcited high within the conduction band (large

Eex), into states with high effective masses (low mobility). In this case the conductivity

of a photoexcited electron is initially low, but as it scatters it loses energy, falling lower

in the conduction band (towards the Γ point). Since scattering events occur in a finite

time, typically a few 100 fs, it takes a measurable period for the initial photo-carrier

distribution to equilibrate with the lattice.

Optical-pump terahertz probe spectroscopy is an ideal tool to investigate pho-

toexcitation dynamics in inorganic semiconductors, owing to the ability to record the

conductivity on ultra-short timescales. Past work includes a study of GaAs excited

at 2.0 eV, in which the rise in conductivity was seen to occur over 3 ps [112], owing

to the time taken for inter- and intra-valley scattering towards the Γ valley bandgap

energy (1.42 eV). Additionally, by probing the conductivity of photoexcited GaAs with

mid-IR pulses (8-30THz) emitted from GaSe, Huber et al. reported that the medium

only exhibits a Drude response after a few 100 fs, under excitation at 1.55 eV with

10 fs laser pulses. This may be a direct demonstration that the collective behaviour

characteristic of quasiparticles can only occur after the electron distribution, which has
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Semiconductor Description of sample
GaAs Semi-insulating (SI) GaAs, 0.3 mm thick.
In0.53Ga0.47As 2.5µm thick In0.53Ga0.47As separated by a 300 nm undoped InP

buffer layer from a 0.3 mm SI-InP (Fe doped) substrate.
InAs 500 nm bulk InAs layer separated by a 150 nm undoped GaAs buffer

layer from a 0.3mm SI-GaAs substrate.

Table 3.1: Details of samples used in the study of photoexcitation dynamics reported
in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Time-resolved conductivity of GaAs (squares), In0.53Ga0.47As (dots) and
InAs (circles) measured using 1 kHz amplifier-based optical-pump THz-probe setup. The
conductivity reaches a maximum at a later time when the excess electron energy is
increased. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

a broad energy distribution owing to the wide spectrum of a 10 fs pulse (Figure 2.2),

has cooled somewhat.

In this section the photoexcitation dynamics of In0.53Ga0.47As and InAs (excited

at large excess carrier energy Eex) are compared with that of GaAs. Using the meth-

ods outlined above, the time-resolved conductivity σ(t) was measured at time t after

photoexcitation. Incident pulses of duration 40 fs and central wavelength 800 nm were

provided by a 1 kHz repetition rate, amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Section 2.2.1). The

use of a low repetition rate laser system was necessary to avoid the influence of elec-
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trons with nanosecond lifetimes, as discussed in Section 3.3.2. The samples’ details

are provided in Table 3.1. In Figure 3.6 σ(t) is reported for semi-insulating GaAs,

In0.53Ga0.47As and InAs photoexcited at 800 nm (an energy of Eγ = 1.55 eV). It can

be seen that the time taken for the conductivity to reach a maximum increases from

tσ < 1 ps for GaAs, to 10 ps for In0.53Ga0.47As, up to 15 ps for InAs. This increase

is due to photoexcited electrons having a larger kinetic energy for a lower bandgap

energy semiconductor: the Γ valley bandgap is at 1.42 eV, 0.73 eV and 0.35 eV for

GaAs, In0.53Ga0.47As and InAs respectively.

The change in tσ can be understood using the following simple model, described

by Kash et al. [111]. If a non-equilibrium carrier scatters with a characteristic lifetime

τ , then the time taken for the carrier distribution to equilibrate with the lattice is

tcool = τNevents = τ
Eex

ELO

, (3.13)

where the number of scattering events Nevents is the excess carrier energy Eex = Eγ−EΓ

divided by the energy lost per event, which is ELO if electron-LO phonon scattering

is the dominate mechanism. τ for LO-phonon scattering can be determined by time-

resolved Raman spectroscopy [111], or it can be calculated for the known electron

density (Section 4.4.2). Taking τ = 0.2 ps results in tcool = 0.7 ps for GaAs, 5.0 ps for

In0.53Ga0.47As and 8.0 ps for InAs. This model thus reproduces the observed trend in

tσ, although the scattering mechanism may be intervalley rather than intravalley.

3.3.2 Surface states and diffusion

A well known issue in the development of semiconductor devices is the poor quality

of the surface. Oxides and dense concentrations of dangling ionic bonds can lead
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to electronic states within the semiconductor’s bandgap that create a large surface

recombination rate. The quality can be improved markedly by chemical treatments

that remove the surface oxide layer, and passivate the semiconductor/air interface

[113; 114]. While passivation has been demonstrated to improve the performance of

III-V laser diodes[115], solar cells[116] and bipolar transistors[113], discussion with

regard to sources of terahertz (THz) radiation has been limited to Schottky diode

multipliers [3], which produce continuous wave radiation at typically < 150GHz. In

photoconductive emitters of THz radiation the photoexcited carrier distribution lies

within ∼ 1µm of the surface (owing to the absorption depth): THz emission may

therefore be expected to be affected significantly by surface defects.

In this section the influence of surface states on the time-resolved conductivity of

photoexcited electrons in GaAs is discussed. The effect that these defects have on THz

emission is detailed in Section 4.6.

The surfaces of samples of semi-insulating (SI) GaAs and InSb [both (100) ori-

entation, with dark resistivities of 1.5×108 Ωcm−1 and 1.2×10−1 Ωcm−1 respectively]

were etched with 5:1:1 H2SO4 : H2O2 : H2O, and subsequently passivated by dipping

in (NH4)2S for 10minutes.[114] A reference set of samples were made from the same

wafers, without the passivation step, and were allowed to oxidize completely in air.

In Figure 3.7 the time-resolved conductivity of the passivated sample is compared

with that of the reference. At zero pump-probe delay the conductivity increases rapidly

owing to the photogeneration of electrons. After increasing to its maximum value, the

conductivity begins to decay as a result of mechanisms that alter the carrier concen-

tration: these include carrier recombination, trapping, scattering and diffusion. The

decay in conductivity is non-exponential: at early delay times recombination at surface
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Figure 3.7: Time-resolved conductivity of passivated (top) and reference (bottom)
GaAs samples, as measured via optical-pump THz-probe spectroscopy. The dotted lines
indicate a non-zero conductivity before the pump pulse arrives, owing to the bulk lifetime
(τb = 15ns) exceeding the repetition period between laser pulses (13.3 ns).

defect sites significantly depopulates the electron concentration. At later delay times

(& 100 ps) the carrier distribution has had time to diffuse into the bulk, reducing the

role of surface recombination [117]. It can be seen that the surface passivated sample

has a larger initial conductivity that of the etched sample, and a longer initial decay

time constant. As the incident photon flux was identical for the two samples, this

increase in conductivity can be attributed to a 1.9× larger initial electron mobility µ.

An exponential fit to the initial decay produces a time constant of τ = 389 ps for the

passivated sample, twice that of the etched sample (τ = 192 ps), and consistent with

µ = eτ/m∗. The passivation step can therefore be directly seen to produce a surface

with fewer recombination centres.

Following Beard et al. [117], the non-exponential shape of the decay in σ can

be modelled via a solution to the 1D diffusion equation. With a bulk lifetime τb =

15ns (taken from the limit of the decay in Figure 3.7), good agreement is found with

the measured σ when the surface recombination velocity S0 = 1.2 × 106 cm s−1 for
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the etched reference, and S0 = 2.0 × 105 cm s−1 for the surface passivated sample.

These values correspond well to those in the literature for etched and passivated GaAs

surfaces [113] (however S0 can be further reduced by improved surface treatments to

S0 = 103 cm s−1 [114]). The Shockley-Read-Hall model (Section 3.1.4) predicts that

S0 = ntvΣ for a surface trap density nt, scattering cross-section Σ and carrier velocity

v. Assuming that v and Σ are identical before and after passivation, the trap density

in the passivated sample is 17% of that in the etched sample.

At large pump-probe delay times (& 1000 ps) the decay in conductivity slows, be-

cause the carrier distribution has diffused into the bulk. The bulk lifetime (15 ns)

exceeds the repetition period between laser pulses (13.3 ns), resulting in a non-zero

conductivity at negative pump-probe delays. The consequences of this for THz emis-

sion are discussed in Section 4.5, both with regard to THz photonic devices containing

semi-insulating GaAs, and using the specific case of In0.53Ga0.47As surface emitters.

The carrier lifetime in inorganic semiconductor crystals tends to increase at reduced

temperature (as is discussed in the following section), making this effect more pro-

nounced.

3.3.3 Temperature dependance of mobility

Recording the conductivity of a material as a function of temperature can allow the

accuracy of charge transport models to be evaluated. The Hall effect, in which a volt-

age is induced perpendicular to the directions of the applied magnetic field and current

flow, is a standard technique that provides experimental access to the d.c. mobilities of

inorganic semiconductors. The study of the temperature dependence of the mobility

of photoexcited charge carriers via THz-TDS is highly complementary to Hall mea-
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Figure 3.8: Mobility of photoexcited semi-insulating GaAs as a function of lattice
temperature, extracted from the conductivity at 1 THz, 30 ps after the pump pulse.
The circles indicate the mobility assuming a constant carrier density, and the solid line
shows the mobility µ after correcting for the change in photoexcited carrier density as
the bandgap energy changes with temperature (the shaded area marks the change in
mobility that this introduces). The dotted lines plot the theoretical mobilities for the
principal scattering mechanisms: at a low lattice temperature Θ carrier-carrier scattering
(µ ∝ Θ3/2) dominates, while at high Θ carrier-phonon scattering governs the mobility.

surements, with the advantage of providing information over a range of frequencies,

and for carrier distributions far from thermal equilibrium. Temperature-dependant

time-resolved conductivity measurements have enabled charge transport mechanisms

to be investigated in a number of materials of contemporary scientific and technologi-

cal interest, including thin-films of pentacene [39] (an organic semiconductor), BSSCO

[36] (a high-temperature superconductor), and InGaAs quantum dots [46].

The time-resolved conductivity of photoexcited SI-GaAs was measured as a func-

tion of the lattice temperature Θ, using the optical-pump THz-probe setup described
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above (Section 3.2.1), with the addition of an Oxford Instruments microstat to cool the

sample. The motivation for this experiment was to test the cryostat, and to establish

the procedure for future temperature-dependant studies (Section 6). Unfortunately,

the ageing cryostat used was unable to cool below 30K, as measured by two differ-

ent temperature sensors. However, the differential transmission ∆T/T was obtained

over the temperature range 30 − 300K, and was used to extract the conductivity

σ(ω) of photoexcited electrons, as described in Section 3.2.2. The temperature de-

pendance of the electron mobility is as shown by the circles in Figure 3.8, obtained

from σ(ω/2π = 1 THz) at a time 30 ps after the sample pump pulse, and assuming a

mobility at room temperature of 8800 cm2V−1s−1 and a constant photoexcited carrier

density. However, as the temperature is reduced the bandgap energy of GaAs increases

slightly, causing the photoexcited carrier population to decrease. The effect of this was

included by reducing the carrier density according to the reduction in the fraction of

above-bandgap photons (obtained from the spectrum of the pump pulse, Figure 2.2),

with the known temperature dependance of the bandgap [118], producing the solid

line.

As illustrated by Figure 3.8, the mobility of photoexcited electrons increases as the

sample is cooled from room temperature. The lattice’s temperature plays a key role

in determining the mobility, because the electron distribution has fully equilibrated

with the lattice by 30 ps after the pump pulse. The mobility peaks at 70K, before

decreasing at lower temperatures. The change in mobility can be reproduced well by

the known dominant scattering mechanisms, plotted as dashed lines in Figure 3.8. At

low temperatures (Θ � 70K) carrier-carrier scattering [82] governs the mobility, with

a characteristic µ ∝ Θ3/2 dependence. (In d.c. Hall measurements of the equilibrium
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mobility carrier-impurity scattering dominates µ at low temperatures, which also has

a µ ∝ Θ3/2 dependence). At higher temperatures (Θ � 70K) the mobility decreases

with temperature owing to an increasing carrier-optical phonon scattering rate - the

theoretical curve in Figure 3.8 was plotted using the formula given in Ref. [119]. These

data provide a firm demonstration of the potential of temperature-dependent studies

using time-resolved THz spectroscopy, while reproducing a well-known textbook result

for equilibrated electrons in inorganic semiconductors.

3.4 Low-temperature-grown GaAs

The growth of semiconductors at a reduced temperature, followed by an annealing

step, creates a material suitable for ultrafast optoelectronic devices. In this section the

time-resolved conductivity of a typical 1µm-thick low-temperature (LT) grown GaAs

sample is reported. Similar data were obtained on a number of LT-GaAs samples

grown at the University of Leeds, and at the University of Manchester.

The conductivity of the photocarrier distribution in LT-GaAs was determined via

the technique outlined above (Section 3.2.1), and is compared with that of SI-GaAs

excited under the same pump fluence in Figure 3.9a. The lifetime of the LT-GaAs

sample is initially 7.2 ps, compared with 384 ps for SI-GaAs. By comparing the initial

conductivity of LT-GaAs with that of SI-GaAs, and assuming that the photoexcited

carrier density is the same for both samples, the mobility of the LT-GaAs layer can be

calculated as 29% of that of SI-GaAs. This is far larger than would be expected with

a simple prediction from the ratio of the lifetimes and µ = eτ/m∗, which yields 2%.

The discrepancy can be attributed to the ultrafast trapping of photoexcited carriers
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Figure 3.9: (a) Time-resolved conductivity of LT-GaAs (dots) and SI-GaAs (circles),
with single-exponential fits (solid lines). The modelled evolution of the photoexcited
electron distribution in a 1 µm-thick LT-GaAs layer on a SI-GaAs substrate is shown at
(b) 0.0 ps and (c) 2.0 ps after the arrival of the pump pulse. The charge distribution is
assumed to be Gaussian in the x-direction, and to decay exponentially in the z-direction
according to the absorption coefficient. The peak carrier concentration is indicated in
red, and is 1.6×1017 cm−3. An electron lifetime of 1 ps was assumed in the LT-GaAs layer,
and 1 ns in SI-GaAs. The long-lived carriers in the SI-GaAs dominate the conductivity
response of the material on a long time scale.

within the LT-GaAs layer: electrons are mobile, yet short-lived.

The decay in conductivity in Figure 3.9a is non-exponential, with a lifetime that

lengthens at larger pump-probe delay times, tending to 1.6 ns at t > 150 ps. This is a

result of the LT-GaAs layer being only 1µm thick: the absorption depth in GaAs is

0.8µm at 800 nm, and 30% of carriers are photoexcited within the SI-GaAs substrate.

Figures 3.9b-c indicate this situation by plotting the expected carrier distribution using

a simple model. While electrons decay rapidly within the LT-GaAs layer, electrons

within the bulk SI-GaAs substrate have lifetimes exceeding 1 ns, creating the long-lived
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Figure 3.10: (a) Conductivity of photoexcited electrons in the InP:Fe+ samples an-
nealed at 500◦C, obtained using the method outlined in the text. (b) Top: The mobility
of the various samples of InP:Fe+ (circles) and InP:O (squares) is shown as a function
of the higher energy ion dose, relative to that of unimplanted InP, at different annealing
temperatures. Bottom: Inverse of the lifetime of the initial decay in conductivity. The
inverse lifetime of unimplanted InP is shown by the dotted line.

tail to the conductivity decay for the LT-GaAs sample. Because of the influence of the

electrons in GaAs, the extracted lifetime (7 ps) should be treated as an upper limit

of the trapping time in the LT-GaAs layer. In Section 4.5 the influence of long-lived

electrons upon THz emission from photoconductive switches made on a 1µm-thick

LT-GaAs sample is discussed.

3.5 Ion-implanted InP

A wealth of information about the defect centres in ion-damaged semiconductors, and

their influence on the ultra-fast dynamics of photoexcited carriers, can be obtained

from time-resolved conductivity measurements. This is now illustrated using optical-

pump THz-probe measurements on O- and Fe-implanted InP [97].

Dual-energy (0.8 and 1.8MeV) implants of Fe+ ions were performed at room tem-
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Figure 3.11: Arrhenius plot for InP:Fe+ samples (inverse lifetime against inverse
annealing temperature). The gradient of the straight line fit is Ea/kB, from which the
activation energy for thermal annealing of the ion-implanted defect centres is Ea =
1.20± 0.06 eV.

perature, for different ion doses. The highest dose for the 2.0MeV implant was

1 × 1016 cm−2, and the other samples had 1/20th and 1/1000th of this dose. The

0.8MeV implants were at 25% of the corresponding 2.0MeV dose. For the InP:O+

samples three implants (250 keV, 0.6MeV and 1.2MeV) were used, producing similar

damage. A post-implantation annealing step (for 30 minutes, typically at 500 ◦C) al-

lowed the resistivity to recover. The damage (vacancy) profile of both InP:Fe+ and

InP:O+ was calculated using the SRIM software [99], and extends over the absorption

depth of 800 nm photons.

The time-resolved conductivity of photoexcited electrons in ion-implanted InP:Fe+

was measured (Figure 3.10a). As the dose increases, the lifetime of photoexcited

electrons decreases from the unimplanted case (330 ps) to 0.75 ps at the largest dose

levels. Similar transients (not shown) were obtained for the InP:O+ samples.
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3.5.1 Activation energy for annealing traps

The dependence of the carrier lifetime τ on the annealing temperature Tann can be used

to extract the activation energy Ea for thermal defect removal, using the relationship:

1

τ
=

1

τ0

eEa/kBTann . (3.14)

The gradient of an Arrhenius plot (log of rate 1/τ against 1/Tann) can therefore be used

to obtain Ea, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. For InP:Fe+ this gives Ea = 1.20±0.06 eV,

in excellent agreement with the value of Ea = 1.27± 0.05 eV obtained from a similar

study using the photoluminescence lifetime [97]. This energy is comparable to that

to remove the phosphor vacancy, suggesting that this is the principal defect site in

InP:Fe+. The time-resolved optical conductivity and photoluminescence data have the

same behaviour with Tann, which indicates that the dynamics of photoexcited carriers

in ion-damaged InP is dominated by radiative recombination at phosphor vacancies,

rather than non-radiative carrier trapping.

3.5.2 Defect concentration

Additionally, the concentration of defect sites in ion-implanted InP can be deduced

from the measured lifetimes, via a simple model for the motion of photoexcited elec-

trons, which is developed here. For diffusing particles undergoing Brownian motion

one can write the mean diffusion length as 〈x〉 =
√

Dt. Equating the time t during

which the electron can undergo diffusion to the photoexcited carrier lifetime τ , and

using the Einstein relation for the diffusion coefficient (D = µkBT/e) results in

〈x〉 =

√
µτkBT

e
. (3.15)
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It should be noted that this treatment will only be valid for carrier transport in an

amorphous medium (i.e. at high damage doses), when hopping is the principal con-

duction mechanism. At lower doses the transport is increasingly band-like, and the

mobility is dominated by carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering mechanisms

rather than by trapping or scattering at defects (Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 4.4.2). Since

〈x〉 is the mean distance to the nearest scattering site, the concentration of vacancies

can be calculated using Nvac = 1/〈x〉3 and Equation 3.15, yielding

Nvac =

(
e

µkBTτ

)3/2

. (3.16)

This results in Nvac = 5.5 × 1016 cm−3 and Nvac = 2.3 × 1016 cm−3 for the highest

dose InP:Fe+ and InP:O+ samples, respectively, the damage being greater for the more

massive Fe+ ions. As may be expected, the values of Nvac thus extracted are linearly

proportional to the incident dose nion (Figure 3.12). At a low dose deviations from

linearity may arise from the introduction of band-like transport, while at high dose the

finite time resolution of the spectrometer (limited by the non-co-linear sample pump

geometry used in these data) can increase the recorded lifetime.

When taken in conjunction with the mean vacancy concentration from the SRIM

simulations Nsim, these values of Nvac can be used to calculate the fraction of va-

cancies remaining after the post-implant thermal annealing step (500◦C, 30minutes)

η = Nvac/Nsim = 2.5× 10−7 (Figure 3.12).

3.5.3 Applicability of Shockley-Read-Hall model

If the SRH model is applicable to ion-implanted InP, the dose-dependence of the

lifetime would be ln 1/τ ∝ ln Nt ∝ ln nion (Equation 3.1). Figure 3.10b indicates that
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SRH model of carrier recombination (Equa-
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this is not the case. One explanation for this discrepancy may be that the cross-

section Σ is dose dependent: indeed on plotting Σ = 1/(Ntτvth) and taking Nt = Nvac

(using the data shown in Figure 3.12) the resultant Σ can be seen to decrease from

10−10 cm−2 at low vacancy concentration to 10−12 cm−2 at high vacancy concentration

(Figure 3.13). The calculated cross-sections for InP:O+ agree with the trend observed

for InP:Fe+, again indicating that the principal defect site is the same. This change in Σ

would imply that the P-vacancies formed at lower vacancy concentrations have a larger

size. This result is somewhat counterintuitive, and may be due to the switch from

scattering or trapping at defect sites at high vacancy concentration to the increasing
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contribution of phonon-scattering to the cross-section at lower Nvac, when electrical

transport is more band-like.

A further possible reason for the observed disagreement with the SRH model is the

assumption during the derivation of Equation 3.1 that the injected carrier distribu-

tion is in thermal equilibrium with the semiconductor lattice. For InP photoexcited

with 10 fs duration light pulses (~ω = 1.4 ↔ 1.8 eV, see Figure 2.2) this is not the

case: the carrier distribution is far from equilibrium on timescales shorter than 1 ps.

Equating the carriers’ excess energy above the Γ-valley minimum (~ω−EΓ = 0.21 eV)

to the kinetic energy results in a velocity vx =
√

2(~ω − EΓ)/m∗ = 9.6 × 105 ms−1,

more than twice the velocity in thermal equilibrium (Equation 3.2). In practice the

velocity of photoexcited electrons will be somewhere between these two extremes, as

the distribution relaxes towards thermal equilibrium. The scattering cross-section will

therefore be time-dependent, and fall within the shaded area of Figure 3.13.

3.6 Summary

Infra-red pump THz probe spectroscopy was used to measure the time-resolved con-

ductivity of a number of semiconductors, from which the photoexcitation and decay

dynamics of photoexcited electrons was inferred. The conductivity was observed to

reach a maximum at a time tσ after the arrival of the pump pulse, with tσ increasing as

the bandgap of the semiconductor decreased. This was attributed to the time for the

non-equilibrium carrier distribution to cool to the (more conductive) bottom of the

conduction band. Semi-insulating InP, GaAs, InAs and InGaAs were observed to have

long (> 100 ps) carrier lifetimes. The chemical passivation of the surface of GaAs was
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studied, and found to double the surface recombination lifetime and initial conduc-

tivity. Finally, shorter carrier lifetimes (< 10 ps) were measured for low-temperature

grown GaAs and ion-implanted semiconductors, and related to the Shockley-Hall-Read

model.



Chapter 4

Broadband generation of terahertz
radiation

“Science is spectral analysis. Art is light synthesis.”
Karl Kraus, 1874-1936.

4.1 Overview

The ‘art’ of generating and detecting single-cycle pulses of light with sub-picosecond

duration has enabled numerous spectroscopic studies in the THz frequency range,

as reviewed in Chapter 1 and demonstrated throughout this thesis. In this chapter,

the emission mechanisms in photoconductive sources of THz pulses are discussed in

greater depth. The approach adopted is based on both experiment and simulation;

the motivation behind the research was to increase the power and frequency range of

THz emitters. Both a simple phenomenological model of THz emission and a carrier

dynamics simulation are utilised. The THz radiation from semiconductor surfaces is

investigated, and the influence of ion-implantation on the ultrafast trapping and scat-

tering of carriers is determined. Electrons with lifetimes exceeding 1 ns are observed

to restrict the radiated THz power from InGaAs surface emitters, and from LT-GaAs

photoconductive switches (in the transmission geometry). Finally, the passivation of

72
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GaAs surfaces is examined, via THz surface emission measurements and simulation. A

doubling in the power from photoconductive switches fabricated on passivated GaAs

is reported.

4.2 Modelling photoconductive THz emission

In the far-field approximation, the THz radiation pulse emitted from a photoconductive

source has an electric field given by [33]:

−→
E THz ∝

1

1 +
√

ε

∂J

∂t
, (4.1)

where the current density J within a semiconductor is given by:

J = σE + eD∇N = σE + eµ
kBT

e
∇N. (4.2)

Here, only the electron current density has been included: a similar expression holds

for the hole contribution, and is neglected owing to their substantially smaller mo-

bility. In the above, σ is the conductivity and E the applied electric field (either

between two metallic contacts, as in a photoconductive switch, or the surface deple-

tion/accumulation field – see Figure 2.3). The diffusion coefficient is D = µkBT/e for

electrons with mobility µ at temperature T , and the electron concentration is N .

4.2.1 Phenomenological approach

In order to gain an intuitive handle on THz emission, it is beneficial to consider the

following simple model, applied to a SI-GaAs photoconductive switch. The diffusion

current’s contribution to J will be negligible, and further postulating that ε 6= ε(t),

one can assume therefore that ETHz(t) ∝ ∂J/∂t = ∂(σE)/∂t. The magnitude and
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Figure 4.1: Calculated THz emission from a SI-GaAs photoconductive switch, using
the simple model described in the text. (a) Typical time-resolved conductivity of SI-
GaAs excited at 790 nm by 10 fs, 3 nJ pulses. Experimental data (blue dots) are well fit
by an error function multiplied by an exponential decay with lifetime 330 ps (blue line).
The non-zero conductivity before the arrival of the pump-pulse at t = 0 is a consequence
of the long lifetime of electrons in the bulk (Section 3.3.2). Also shown is the expected
shape of the applied electric field (red line), which is screened within a time 500 fs to
1 ps after the arrival of the pump pulse at zero time. (b) The modelled THz electric
field (black line) is the sum of the σ∂E/∂t (blue) and E∂σ/∂t (red) terms, and matches
well the typical experimental emission waveform (dotted line).

dynamical change in the conductivity can be taken from optical-pump THz-probe

spectroscopy (Chapter 3). The change in σ with time can be modelled with an error

function (and E with a complementary error function) multiplied by an exponential

decay, as indicated in Figure 4.1a. A value of E = 2.5×105 Vm−1 can be estimated from

the applied voltage (100V) across the gap (400µm). It is assumed that the applied

electric field is completely screened within some time after photoexcitation. This

assumption is verified by the 3D solution of Poisson’s equation for a photoconductive

switch [67]. The screening of E is assumed to begin 500 fs after the arrival of the

pump pulse, and to require a further 500 fs. The THz electric field emitted can then
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be calculated as ETHz ∝ σ∂E/∂t + E∂σ/∂t, and is plotted in Figure 4.1b. The rapid

rise in conductivity produces the positive peak of the THz pulse, while the rapid

screening of the applied field creates the negative peak. Good agreement with the

measured THz emission from a photoconductive switch is obtained.

In this approach the shape of E was somewhat arbitrarily chosen, and the con-

ductivity was measured experimentally. These two limitations restrict the predictive

power of the model, for instance about how THz emission alters when the proper-

ties of the semiconductor (e.g. carrier lifetime, bandgap energy) or laser (e.g. pulse

duration, wavelength) are altered. To model THz emission accurately and in a fully

self-consistent manner requires the treatment of an ensemble of carriers, and the cal-

culation of the quantum-mechanical scattering rates for each carrier. Furthermore,

the change in the applied electric field needs to be accurately known, which can be

achieved by solving Poisson’s equation (Equation A.1) in three dimensions. These

requirements can be fulfilled within the framework of a carrier dynamics simulation

such as described in the following and in Refs. [67; 68].

4.2.2 Carrier dynamics simulation

In order to model the ultrafast carrier dynamics leading to terahertz emission without

resorting to arbitrary fitting parameters, an approach based on a three-dimensional

Monte Carlo simulation [68] was adopted. This model includes the interactions be-

tween extrinsic and photogenerated carriers in the Γ, L and X-valleys, plasmon and

magnetoplasmon effects, and the dielectric-air interface [68; 120]. In brief, a set of 106

pseudoparticles comprising extrinsic and photogenerated carriers and fixed ions are

used to simulate the semiconductor. At each 5 fs step in time the model numerically
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solves Poisson’s equation to obtain the three-dimensional potential, subject to the ap-

propriate boundary conditions for the surface. The semiconductor is assumed to have

a parabolic band structure, and Γ, L and X valleys and heavy holes are included with

the parameters listed in Table 4.1. Carrier-carrier, carrier-phonon, carrier-charged

impurity and carrier-vacancy scattering mechanisms are included [68; 121]. The simu-

lated particles are within a box of size x× y× z = 6× 6× 4 µm3, which is subdivided

into a grid of 64× 64× 32. The simulation starts at a time t = −0.7 ps, to allow the

extrinsic carriers to equilibrate before the arrival of the incident optical pulse, which

has peak intensity at time t = 0.0 ps, and is centred at x, y = 0.

The simulation uses incident pulse parameters characteristic of state-of-the-art

pulsed lasers. It is assumed that the pump pulse has a Gaussian spatial and tem-

poral shape, and a transform-limited Gaussian energy distribution. For the case of

a 10 fs Ti:Sapphire laser (with central wavelength λ = 800 nm, ∆λ = 80nm, typical

beam power Pexp = 400mW and a repetition rate R = 75MHz) a simulation power of

10 µW and a Gaussian spot of standard deviation σx,y = 0.5 µm was used, in order to

obtain the same photon flux as is achievable in experiment.

Originally, this carrier dynamics simulation was applied to surface THz emitters:

it distinguished between the diffusion (photo-Dember) and surface field mechanisms of

charge separation in InAs and GaAs [68; 122], and provided a quantitative explanation

of the enhancement of power under a magnetic field [68]. Subsequently, it was extended

by Castro-Camus et al. [67] to model photoconductive switch emitters. This was

achieved by setting the potential φ at the surface accordingly: the contacts of the

photoconductive switch are defined by φ = 0V for -3µm≤ x ≤ −1 µm, and φ =

5V for 1µm≤ x ≤ 3 µm, corresponding to typical experimental field strengths for
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large area emitters. The enhancement in emission power close to the anode of a

photoconductive switch (seen experimentally) was explained as a consequence of an

enhanced electric field, and the difference in electron and hole mobilities [67]. A further

advantage of modelling terahertz emission is that the effect of altering one parameter

(or more) of the semiconductor material or laser can be investigated rapidly, and

an optimum combination sought. This was done for In1−xGaxAs terahertz emitters

excited by pulses from Er:fibre lasers, where potential improvements in the emission

power were identified by choosing an alloy fraction closer to InAs [120]. Additionally,

an experimentally observed increase in emitted THz power and bandwidth from LT-

GaAs photoconductive switches with increasing pump fluence was accurately modelled

with the simulation, and attributed to a reduced screening time of the applied electric

field [123].

This carrier dynamics simulation is utilised throughout the remainder of this Chap-

ter. In Section 4.4 it is extended to model THz emission from heavily damaged semi-

conductors, such as low-temperature-grown and ion-implanted semiconductors. Sub-

sequently, in Section 4.6.1 it is used to investigate how the pinning of the Fermi-level,

created by surface defects, influences THz emission.

4.3 THz radiation from semiconductor surfaces

Terahertz emission from semiconductor surfaces can be used to investigate the carrier

dynamics in ion-damaged semiconductors (Section 4.4), or to probe the surface charge

distribution (Section 4.6.1). In this section, typical surface emission measurements

from the III-V semiconductors are introduced experimentally, providing insights into
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in the simulation (at room temperature and pressure),
from Vurgaftman et al.[124] and the NSM archive[118]. For InGaAs, values of the bow-
ing parameter B for each property are in brackets, taken from Vurgaftman et al.[124]
When no bowing parameter was found in the literature, linear interpolation between
InAs and GaAs was used and the value is given in italic. The two-mode TO-phonon en-
ergies for InGaAs were taken from Groenen et al. [125]. For consistency the intervalley
deformation potential Dij was taken from Zollner et al.[126], the only reference found
with values for GaAs, InAs and InP.

Parameter GaAs In0.53Ga0.47As InAs InP
Γ valley band-gap EΓ (eV) 1.42 0.73 (0.477) 0.354 1.34
L valley offset EL−Γ(eV) 0.29 0.58 (0.33) 0.73 0.59
X valley offset EX−Γ(eV) 0.48 0.56 (1.4) 1.02 0.85
Γ valley effective mass (m∗

Γ) 0.067 0.039 (0.0091) 0.022 0.08
L valley effective mass (m∗

L) 0.56 0.41 0.29 0.63
X valley effective mass (m∗

X) 0.85 0.73 0.64 0.66
Heavy hole effective mass
(m∗

hh)
0.5 0.45 (-0.145) 0.40 0.60

Number of Γ-, L- and X-
valleys

1, 4, 3 1, 4, 3 1, 4, 3 1, 4, 3

LO phonon energy (meV) 36.0 33.0 30.0 43.0
TO-phonon energy (meV) 33.5 31.6, 28.3 26.7 38.1
DΓL (eV/m) 0.4× 1010 0 .7 × 10 10 1.0× 1010 1.8× 1010

DΓX (eV/m) 2.9× 1010 2 .5 × 10 10 2.2× 1010 2.6× 1010

Acoustic phonon deformation
potential (eV)

7.0 5.9 5.0 6.0

Speed of sound (ms−1) 5240 4693 4280 5080
Mass density (kgm−3) 5360 5506 5667 4810
Static/high frequency dielec-
tric constant εs, ε∞

12.95, 10.89 13.9 (0.67), 11.6 15.15, 12.25 12.5, 9.61

Absorption coefficient α
(µm−1) [λ = 800nm]

1.2 0.8 [λ = 1.55µm] 6.5 2.5
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Figure 4.2: (a) Emitted THz electric field from surface of InAs, as detected by electro-
optic sampling using a 0.2mm-thick (110) ZnTe (solid line) or with a 0.2 mm (110)
GaP (dotted line) crystal. (Inset) Peak of emitted electric field as sample is rotated
about its surface normal, indicating that optical rectification contributes less than 8 %
of the emitted field at these pump fluences. (b) Fourier transform of data in (a). The
amplitude as detected by the ZnTe crystal (solid line) and GaP (dotted line, TO-phonon
at 11 THz).

the dynamics of photoexcited carriers in these materials.

At the typical pump fluences available with unamplified Ti:sapphire lasers, the

dominant THz radiation mechanism from (100) GaAs surfaces is charge separation

under the surface field, while for higher mobility semiconductors such as (100) InAs

the photo-Dember effect prevails [68] (Figure 2.3). At higher fluences, and for (110)

and (111) crystal cuts, THz emission from optical rectification (the non-linear mixing

of two optical frequency photons, producing a THz frequency photon) becomes more

significant [127].

The THz emission from InAs, GaAs, InSb and GaSb were measured as follows: 90%

of the output of a Ti:Sapphire oscillator laser (10 fs pulse duration, 75MHz repetition
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Figure 4.3: (a) Time-domain THz electric field recorded from InSb (solid line) and
GaSb (dotted line) surfaces. (b) Frequency-domain THz electric field for InSb (solid
blue line) and GaSb (dotted line). Vertical lines indicate the plasma frequency of InSb,
and the TO- and LO-phonon frequencies of InSb and GaSb. The modelled transmission
from InSb into vacuum is also shown (black line).

rate, 450mW beam power, 790 nm wavelength) was incident on the semiconductor’s

surface at 45 ◦; the remainder was used to detect the emitted THz transient using

electro-optic sampling using 0.2mm-thick (110) detection crystals of either ZnTe or

GaP. The measured THz time-domain electric field from InAs is plotted in Figure 4.2a –

the peak of ETHz as the sample is rotated about its surface normal is shown as an inset.

Optical rectification can be seen to contribute less than 8% to ETHz. Turning now to

Figure 4.2b, the amplitude spectrum measured using ZnTe was reduced significantly

close to its TO-phonon mode (5.1THz), owing to absorption and dispersion in the

crystal. In comparison, GaP has its TO-phonon mode at 11THz, which therefore

produces no spectral features in the frequency range at which InAs emits (0 ↔ 6THz).

The larger magnitude of photo-Dember emission from InAs in comparison to GaAs

can be ascribed to the greater difference in electron and hole mobilities [68]. By this

reasoning, the antimonides InSb and GaSb ought to act as excellent emitters of THz
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radiation. However, the emitted THz radiation from InSb and GaSb is anomalously

low, as Figure 4.3a indicates. This discrepancy may be due to the excitation energy

being significantly above bandgap, resulting in extremely long carrier lifetimes that

exceed the repetition period of the laser oscillator. This reduces the power from

photo-Dember emitters, as discussed in Section 4.5.

An additional feature of THz emission from InSb is the observation of pronounced

oscillations in the time-domain, which produce an enhancement in the emission of

THz radiation around 2THz, as exhibited in Figure 4.3b. This is a consequence of

the free-electron plasma response: with a carrier density of N = 1.7 × 1016 cm−3 the

electronic plasma frequency in InSb is ωp/2π = 2.5THz. The transmission from InSb

to vacuum was modelled using the Fresnel transmission coefficients (shown as the

black line in Figure 4.3b), and indicates that the coupling from the semiconductor

into free space increases just below ωp. This spectral feature was not observed to alter

significantly when the pump power (and therefore the photoexcited carrier density) was

halved, suggesting that extrinsic doping carriers are mainly responsible for the plasma

response.1 The change in density across the photo-excited carrier distribution might

account for the deviation between this simple model and the measured spectral shape.

Also visible in Figure 4.3b are the TO-phonon modes of InSb and GaSb, at 5.5THz and

6.5THz respectively. Polar semiconductors absorb electromagnetic radiation strongly

at their TO-phonon frequencies (Section 2.4.1). The transmission function from a

semiconductor into free space exhibits a maximum close to the LO-phonon frequency,

producing an enhancement in THz emission above the TO-phonon frequency (shown

for InSb in Figure 4.3b). This spectral enhancement has been observed in THz emission

1The concentration of intrinsic carriers is expected to be 5 × 1015 cm−3 at room temperature for
InSb [29].
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from GaAs photoconductive switches [128], where it was assigned to the coherent

emission of LO-phonons.

4.4 Emission from ion-implanted semiconductors

In the effort to improve THz emitters, one method to achieve a greater bandwidth is to

shorten the rise time of ETHz, normally limited by the duration of the exciting infrared

laser pulse. Another approach is to reduce the duration of ETHz after excitation,

by choosing a semiconductor with a short carrier lifetime and/or a high momentum

scattering rate. In this section the second approach is investigated, by examining the

THz emission from the surfaces of GaAs implanted with As+ ions (Section 3.1.3) at

different doses. Subsequently, the carrier dynamics in ion-implanted GaAs is simulated,

via the inclusion of carrier-vacancy momentum scattering (Section 4.4.2) and an ultra-

short carrier lifetime (Section 4.4.3).

Both surface field [129] and photoconductive antenna [130] ion-implanted THz

emitters have been previously studied, and were found to produce THz radiation

at slightly higher frequencies than semi-insulating GaAs [130]. Additionally, ion-

implanted photoconductive antennae have been used as detectors of THz radiation,

[71; 131] where the carrier lifetime plays a critical role in determining the THz electric

field from the measured current [132]. Some previous studies utilised low energy ions,

typically 200 keV, resulting in implantation depths of only ∼0.1µm. However, as the

infrared absorption depth is ∼0.8µm in GaAs only ∼10% of photocarriers are gen-

erated within 0.1µm, and the non-implanted layer dominates THz emission. In this

work a uniform density of vacancies was formed over the infrared absorption depth
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(Figure 3.2) by performing multi-energy implantations of arsenic ions (at 1MeV and

2.4MeV), and subsequently annealing the sample.

4.4.1 Measured surface field terahertz emission

The THz electric fields emitted from seven GaAs:As+ samples were measured (using a

0.2mm (110) ZnTe crystal) with a signal-to-noise ratio of above 150:1. The maximum

THz electric field strength was of the order of 3Vm−1, less than observed for the

unimplanted GaAs reference sample (4Vm−1), and an InAs sample (216Vm−1) with

the same experimental setup.2 The emitted power was not found to vary systematically

with ion dose, perhaps because of variations in the surface potential of the samples,

which can greatly alter the surface field strength.

Typical measured THz electric fields are shown in Figure 4.4 for low (2.5×1012 cm−2

at 1MeV, 1×1013 cm−2 at 2.4MeV) and high (1.25×1015 cm−2 at 1MeV, 5×1015 cm−2

at 2.4MeV) implant doses, annealed for 30minutes at 500 ◦C. At higher implant doses

the THz pulse duration is shorter, and the negative peak after the principal peak has

both larger magnitude and smaller period (Figure 4.4a). In Figure 4.4b the Fourier

transform of the time-domain electric field reveals that at greater ion doses THz emis-

sion shifts to higher frequencies.

The post-implant thermal annealing step (500◦C, 30min.) was observed to result

in larger peak THz fields, and greater power at low frequencies, as shown in Figure 4.5

for the lowest dose sample (2.5 × 1012 cm−2 at 1MeV, 2.5 × 1012 cm−2 at 2.4MeV).

Annealing removes defects, at least partly repairing the damaged crystal structure.

2The reduced THz emission amplitudes in comparison with those in the rest of this chapter are
a consequence of an older spectrometer design being used to collect the data in this section, with a
lower collection efficiency.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Measured THz electric field ETHz emitted via the surface field mech-
anism from GaAs:As+ samples implanted with a low (solid line) and high dose (dotted
line), and subsequently annealed, as described in the text. (b) Fourier transform of
data in (a) illustrates a shift in emission to higher frequencies when implanting at higher
doses.

Because defects scatter carriers, and can also trap conduction band electrons, one can

qualitatively predict that annealing will increase the pulse width, decreasing the rela-

tive THz emission at high frequencies. In order to be more quantitative, a simulation

approach based on the model described in Section 4.2.2 is now adopted.

4.4.2 Scattering from neutral impurities

When As+ ions collide with atoms in GaAs both the incident ion and the recoiling

target atoms introduce vacancies, which act as carrier scattering centres. Calculations

using SRIM [99] suggest that approximately 10,000 vacancies are produced per incident

ion, with the damage profile of Figure 3.2. For the unannealed samples this corresponds

to vacancy concentrations ranging from Nvac ∼ 1019 cm−3 to ∼1022 cm−3. Electron

paramagnetic resonance experiments have shown [133] that the concentration of arsenic

antisite defects is about 1018 cm−3 after a 500◦C, 30min. anneal, for ion doses of
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Figure 4.5: THz emission from unannealed (dotted lines) and annealed GaAs:As+

(solid lines) for the lowest implant dose (1× 1013 cm−2 at 2.4 MeV and 2.5× 1012 cm−2

at 1 MeV). Annealing causes an increase in maximum THz field from 1.6 Vm−1 (unan-
nealed) to 3.0 Vm−1 (annealed), but a decrease in the frequency of peak power from
2.1THz (unannealed) to 1.6 THz (annealed).

1016 cm−2. Since Nvac for the annealed samples therefore varies from 1015 cm−3 to

1018 cm−3, carrier-vacancy scattering cannot be disregarded as it normally is at lower

defect concentrations.

Vacancies are included in the simulation by assuming that carriers scatter elastically

from an electrically neutral spherical square well of width R, as defined by the potential

V = −V0 for carrier-vacancy distances r ≤ R and V = 0 for r > R. Following the

partial-wave approach taken in Ref. [134], the momentum scattering rate Wvac can

be calculated from the cross-section σ using Wvac = σNvacv, where v is the electron

velocity before (and after) scattering. The resulting expression is

Wvac =
4π~Nvac

m∗k

(k cot kR− β cot βR)2

(k2 + β2 cot2 βR)(1 + cot2 kR)
, (4.3)

where β is given by

β =

√
2m∗(E + V0)

~2
. (4.4)

The final state carrier is scattered uniformly into 4π steradians, because of the
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Figure 4.6: Momentum scattering rates for electrons in the Γ-valley, with donor and
vacancy concentrations of 1 × 1015cm−3 each. The rate for each scattering mechanism
is averaged over all particles in the simulation, and is plotted as a function of time
after laser excitation. The largest contributions to the total rate (solid line) come from
electron-hole scattering (◦) and charged impurity scattering (dots). LO-phonon emission
(4) and absorption (dashed line) are also significant. Acoustic phonon scattering (�)
and vacancy scattering (×) produce lower rates, as do TO-phonon absorption (♦) and
emission (+) with the electronic final state in the L-valley. The infrared pulse arrives at
t = 0ps, and produces a step in most scattering rates.

spherical symmetry of the well. Taking typical literature values of R = 3nm and V0 =

300meV [92] produces a scattering rate ranging from ∼ 1011 s−1 at Nvac = 1×1015 cm−3

to ∼ 1014 s−1 at Nvac = 1× 1018 cm−3.

To enable a comparison between these carrier-vacancy momentum scattering rates

and those of the other scattering mechanisms, Figure 4.6 shows the average momentum

scattering rates of electrons in the Γ-valley as a function of time t after the infrared

pulse for Nd, Nvac = 1×1015 cm−3. The scattering rates vary as a function of time due

to changing carrier concentration and energy distributions. The greatest contributions

to the total rate result from electron-hole scattering and charged impurities, which both

decrease at t = 0 since they are inversely proportional to the local carrier density [68].

LO-phonon emission and absorption contribute ∼ 10% to the total rate. Acoustic
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Figure 4.7: Simulated THz emission from GaAs:As+, in (a) the time domain and
(b) the frequency domain, with no vacancies, and for vacancy concentrations of 1 ×
1017cm−3, 5 × 1017cm−3. The FWHM of the spectra increase slightly with vacancy
concentration. (Inset) In (a) the spherical potential well, and scattering geometry, is
shown schematically.

phonon and neutral vacancy scattering provide only ∼1% of the total rate. At t = 0

the rates from TO-phonon emission or absorption followed by a jump into the L-valley

are ∼1%, but decrease to ∼0.1% at later times due to the average carrier energy

decreasing.

The simulated THz emission from GaAs surfaces is plotted in Figure 4.7a: the

pulse duration decreases at increasing vacancy concentration. An increase in Nvac

produces a larger Wvac, and a shorter THz pulse. While Figure 4.6 provides some

insight into the significance of the various momentum scattering mechanisms, the

angular distribution of each mechanism must also be considered. At Nvac = 1 ×

1017 cm−3 the vacancy scattering rate is ∼ 6 × 1013 s−1, i.e. only 10% of the total

rate, yet as can be seen in Figure 4.7a the THz pulse duration is reduced. This is

a consequence of the uniform angular distribution for vacancy scattering: the carrier

direction is altered more significantly than in the other mechanisms.
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Figure 4.8: Simulated THz electric field from bulk GaAs at carrier trapping times of
τc = 10ps and τc = 0.1 ps. In (a) the unfiltered simulated τc = 0.1 ps pulse (dashed line)
has shorter duration than the 10 ps (solid line). Their Fourier transforms are shown in
(b) .

4.4.3 Carrier trapping at defects

The effect of trapping defects on THz emission was included in the simulation by

introducing an exponential decay of the number of photoexcited carriers n as a function

of time t after the infrared pulse according to the equation

n(t) = n(0)e−t/τc , (4.5)

where τc is the carrier trapping time. Time-resolved photoluminescence experiments

of GaAs:As+ implanted with a single 1016 cm−2 dose of 2MeV ions have measured

the carrier trapping time to be as short as τc = 0.1 ps [95; 100]. It is important to

distinguish τc from the carrier recombination time, which is ∼4 ps [135]. It is assumed

that once trapped carriers cannot escape the defect via thermal excitation, and that

trapped carriers do not alter free carrier states. When the number of carriers n is

reduced on time scales of < 1 ps the electric field decay time after the pulse can be

shortened, as shown in Figure 4.8, resulting in a greater bandwidth. At τc = 0.1 ps the
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FWHM from the simulation is 7.8THz, nearly 80% larger than at a carrier trapping

time of > 10 ps (FWHM = 4.4THz).

4.4.4 Comparison of experiment and simulation

The spectrum of the simulated THz emission has a larger magnitude at both low and

high frequencies than the experimental data (Figure 4.9b). This can be accounted for

by the combined effect of the electro-optic sampling system and the parabolic mirrors

used to collect the THz radiation. A frequency-domain picture of EOS with ZnTe

has been presented by Gallot et al. [136; 137] that models the effect of the detection

apparatus using three complex filters, namely: the spectrum of the autocorrelation

of infrared pulse (which has negligible effect), the frequency-dependent electro-optic

susceptibility χ(2) of ZnTe, and the mismatch between the infrared group velocity

and THz phase velocity in ZnTe. The resulting low-pass filter causes the simulation’s

high frequency components to reduce in magnitude, as shown in Figure 4.9b. While

the slow drop-off in simulated electric field at increasing frequencies suggests that

large bandwidths are possible from surface field THz emitters, experimentally a thin

(∼ 10µm) ZnTe crystal is necessary to observe such frequency components, rather

than the 200µm thick one used here.3

While the experiment was designed to collect THz radiation with high efficiency,

low frequency THz radiation emitted from the sample surface will be diffracted be-

yond the collection capability of the parabolic mirrors. By treating the two parabolic

mirrors as a single thin lens, Côté et al. have calculated the high-pass filter cor-

3Or alternatively a GaP crystal, with its higher TO-phonon frequency, can be used to measure at
higher frequencies, as in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of simulated THz emission from GaAs with n-type doping
Nd = 1× 1015 cm−3 using the low-dose sample data from Fig. 4.4. In (a) the simulated
electric field (dots) is seen to have a sharp rise ∼ 10 fs in duration, and to drop sharply
after ∼ 0.1 ps, producing the broad spectrum in (b) . When low-pass and high-pass
filters are applied (taking account of the dispersion in ZnTe, and diffraction-limited
collection respectively, as described in the text), the filtered spectrum (dashed line) can
be seen to match the experimental spectrum (solid) extremely well. When transformed
back into the time-domain, the filtered simulated electric field (the dashed line of (a))
matches for times ≥ 0.2 ps.

responding to this effect [138]. They found that the approximate filter function

Fhigh(ω) = erf2(2ωRσ/cf), where the THz radiation has a Gaussian beam-waist σ,

and is collected by two parabolic mirrors each of focal length f and radius R. For this

experimental geometry (f = 15 cm, R = 2.5 cm, σ = 0.16mm) this filter has a steep

rise from 0 to 1 between 0 and ∼ 1.5THz, which when applied to the simulated data

causes a reduction in low frequency components of the electric field.

Multiplying the simulated spectrum by these filters in the frequency domain pro-

duces an accurate match to the experimental spectra, as Figure 4.9b indicates. Taking

the inverse Fourier transform of the filtered simulated spectrum results in a time-

domain trace that compares adequately with the experimental time-domain data (Fig-

ure 4.9a). The low-pass (ZnTe) filter causes an increase in both the oscillation period
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95% of its maximum. The experimental data can be compared with values extracted
from spectra produced by the carrier dynamics simulation (dashed lines), plotted as a
function of inverse carrier trapping time 1/τc. The trend in fpeak (crosses) from the
simulation reproduces the experiment. The FWHM from the simulation after filtering
(diamonds) do not vary with 1/τc, and are consistent with those measured.

and the negative peak amplitude after the pulse. The dip in experimental electric field

before the pulse is not reproduced by the application of the filters to the simulated

data, and may be an artefact of the alignment.

The filters were applied to simulated spectra at carrier trapping times varying from

τc = 0.1 ps to τc = 100 ps. As shown in Figure 4.10, this enables a direct comparison

between the experimental fpeak as a function of ion dose, and fpeak extracted from

the model as a function of 1/τc.
4 When τc = 0.1 ps the filtered spectral peak is at

4Since the publication of these results in Figure 8 of Ref. [121], the simulation was extended with
a more realistic (Gaussian) pump pulse energy distribution, with the consequence of a better match
to the data, as shown here. Additionally, the data point at 1×1014 cm−2, present in the experimental
data of Ref. [121], has been removed owing to an anomalously large lifetime (as measured by optical-
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2.15THz, in excellent agreement with the value (also 2.15THz) of the highest dose

sample (2.5× 1015 cm−2 at 1MeV, 1× 1016 cm−2 at 2.4MeV). As the carrier trapping

time is increased (1/τc decreased) the simulation tends to fpeak = 1.75THz, a close

match to the experimental value (1.62THz). Values of the FWHM of filtered simu-

lated spectra are approximately independent of τc, owing to the bandwidth limitations

imposed by the 0.2mm-thick ZnTe crystal.

A smaller increase in fpeak was observed over the experimental range of vacancy

concentrations: at 1015 cm−3 fpeak = 1.6THz, and at 1018 cm−3 fpeak = 1.9THz. This

suggests that carrier trapping may be more significant than carrier-vacancy momentum

scattering in determining THz pulse duration.

The experimental reduction in the spectral peak of THz emission after anneal-

ing (Fig. 4.5) may be attributed to a combination of a reduction in carrier-vacancy

scattering and an increase in carrier trapping time from τc ∼ 0.1 ps to τc ∼ 1 ps.

4.5 Long-lived carriers limit THz emission

In Section 3.3.2 time-resolved conductivity measurements of high-purity GaAs were

reported, and it was demonstrated that photoexcited electrons can have lifetimes τ

exceeding the pulse period (typically > 10 ns) of mode-locked lasers with a high rep-

etition rate. This finding is of great significance to the design and performance of

photoconductive THz emitters and detectors, and has been largely overlooked in the

past. The residual carriers created by the preceding laser pulse will reduce the change

in conductivity, and therefore also the emitted field strength. In addition, the low-

pump THz-probe spectroscopy).
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Figure 4.11: (a) Time-resolved conductivity of Fe+-implanted In0.53Ga0.47As measured
using optical-pump, THz probe setup based on a Ti:Sapphire laser oscillator with a high
(75 MHz) repetition rate. Data are shown for unimplanted InGaAs (blue), a low dose
implant (red, 1 × 1013 cm−2 at 1.8MeV and 2.8 × 1012 cm−2 at 0.7MeV) and a higher
dose (green, 5×1014 cm−2 at 1.8MeV and 1.4×1014 cm−2 at 0.7 MeV). (b) Surface THz
emission from InGaAs samples.

ering of the dark resistivity increases the noise background and heats the emitter,

which can require cooling (to avoid device damage) when operated at high voltages

[75]. Similarly, the noise in photoconductive detectors of THz radiation is increased by

long-lived electrons in devices fabricated on SI-GaAs, or in low-temperature grown or

ion-damaged layers (thinner than the absorption depth) on semi-insulating substrates

(as in the LT-GaAs samples investigated in Section 3.4). In Ref. [139], Hussain et al.

demonstrate that a 100 nm-thick AlAs layer between a thin (1µm) GaAs:As+ layer and

a SI-GaAs substrate significantly improves the performance of the material as a photo-

conductive detector. The AlAs acts as a barrier to electrons, preventing carriers from

the semi-insulating substrate from entering the contacts of the detector. In another

study, Bromage et al. report the use of long-lived carriers in semi-insulating GaAs

as an attenuator, in an alternative THz measurement technique based on dithered

photoconductive detection [140].
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Long-lived carriers have a marked influence on the photoconductive generation

of THz radiation in both surface and photoconductive switch emitters, as is now

demonstrated. The time-resolved conductivity and surface emission from samples of

iron-ion implanted In0.53Ga0.47As [96] were measured, following the procedures outlined

above and in Section 3.2.1. As indicated in Figure 4.11a, electrons in unimplanted

InGaAs have an extremely long lifetime (48 ns) exceeding the repetition period of the

laser (13.3 ns). Consequently, the conductivity before the arrival of the pump pulse

(at zero delay time) is almost as high as that afterwards. After iron-ion implantation,

the electron lifetime is reduced significantly to 6.6 ps at a low incident ion dose, and

2.0 ps at a higher dose.

The surface emission from these semiconductors is shown in Figure 4.11b: the

amplitude of the electric field nearly doubles from the unimplanted to the lowest

dose sample, before decreasing for the higher dose. This change can be explained

quantitatively by the following simple model. For a photo-Dember emitter such as

InGaAs the current density is J ∝ µ∇n (Equation 4.2) since the surface field compo-

nent σE is negligible. Furthermore, the dominant component of the gradient of the

electron concentration ∇n is the z-component (i.e. the surface normal): the carrier

distribution has an extent of the spot size (∼ 50µm) in the x and y directions, but

significantly less in the z direction (1/α ∼ 0.3µm). Therefore, ∂n/∂z dominates THz

emission, and using n(z) = n0 exp(−αz) one can write ∂n/∂z ∝ n. Consequently,

J ∝ µn ∝ σ for a photo-Dember emitter, meaning that the emitted THz field strength

ETHz ∝ ∂σ/∂t ∼ ∆σ/∆t. Employing this simple relation, and inputting values of

the change in conductivity before and after the arrival of the pump pulse from the

time-resolved conductivity (Figure 4.11a) produces a relative emission amplitude of
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1.81 and 0.61 for the lower and higher dose InGaAs:Fe+ samples respectively, in com-

parison to that from unimplanted InGaAs. These values agree well with the measured

relative emission amplitudes, which are 1.75 and 0.73.

To further investigate the effect of long-lived electrons on THz emission, photocon-

ductive switches were fabricated on SI-GaAs, LT-GaAs and GaAs:As+ samples, and

the time-resolved conductivity of each material was measured to determine its electron

lifetime and mobility. The GaAs:As+ (implanted at a dose of 5×1013 cm−2 at 2.4MeV

and 1.25×1013 cm−2 at 1.0MeV) had a mobility µ = 978 cm2V−1s−1 and initial lifetime

τ = 1.3 ps, while for the LT-GaAs (1µm thick layer on SI-GaAs) µ = 2470 cm2V−1s−1

and τ = 50ps, assuming that the mobility of SI-GaAs was 8500 cm2V−1s−1. The THz

emission from each emitter was measured using a 200µm thick GaP crystal, and is

reported in Figure 4.12. Spectral power can be observed beyond the TO-phonon mode

of GaAs at 8.1THz. Both the THz radiation emitted in the ‘transmission’ and ‘reflec-

tion’ geometry were measured, namely that emitted parallel and anti-parallel to the

direction of the emitter pump beam. The only alterations required to the spectrometer

(see Figure 2.1) were the flipping of the first parabolic mirror, and the relocation of the

photoconductive emitter, which was placed and aligned using an x− y− z translation

stage. The pump fluences were set to comparable values.

The amplitude spectra of the measured THz emission from SI-GaAs, LT-GaAs

and GaAs:As+ samples are shown in Figure 4.12, for the reflection geometry. The

peak recorded time-domain electric field of these emitters increases with the mobility

extracted from the time-resolved conductivity, as the figure’s inset demonstrates. In

the transmission geometry, however, the situation is more complex. While the emitted

field for the GaAs:As+ sample is almost identical to that in the reflection geometry,
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Figure 4.12: Amplitude spectra of THz emission from photoconductive switches made
on SI-GaAs (blue), LT-GaAs (green) and GaAs:As+ (red). (Inset, top right) Peak of
time domain electric field versus mobility extracted from time-resolved conductivity data,
in the transmission (◦) and reflection (�) geometry. (Inset, bottom left) Cartoon (not
to scale) of the carrier density in LT-GaAs, as in Figure 3.9. The white lines indicate the
collimation of a THz photon as it enters the optically dense semi-insulating substrate.
Black lines indicate the expected shape of the radiation patterns in free space in the
transmission and reflection geometry.
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the amplitude for LT-GaAs in transmission is smaller than that in reflection. This is

a consequence of the long-lived electron distribution in the sample’s semi-insulating

substrate: the THz radiation emitted from within the LT-GaAs layer is partially

reflected by the charges in the substrate (Section 3.2.1). The power emitted from SI-

GaAs emitters also differs between the two geometries: a greater peak field is recorded

in transmission. This may be a consequence of the electron distribution acting as a

lens, a situation shown schematically in the bottom-left inset to Figure 4.12. Within

the Drude model of a free-electron gas (Equation 2.10), the real part of the refractive

index (R(n)) is lower below the plasma frequency ωp than above it. Consider now

the propagation of an emitted THz photon (at a particular frequency in the THz

range below ωp): as it moves away from the surface it enters a region with a reduced

carrier density (shown by the coloured contour lines in Figure 4.12), with a lower

ωp (Equation 2.11). The photon is refracted, owing to the increase in R(n) as ωp

decreases – this is illustrated by the white ray in the inset to Figure 4.12. Also shown

are the expected radiation patterns in the reflection and transmission directions: in

the transmission direction the power is somewhat more collimated. This lensing effect

should also play a role in the LT-GaAs emitter. Neither this lensing effect (which

increases ETHz) nor long-lived electrons (which decrease ETHz) are significant for the

GaAs:As+ sample, because the damaged region extends further than the absorption

depth of the semiconductor (Figure 3.2).
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4.6 Enhanced emission from passivated surfaces

In Section 3.3.2 the time-resolved conductivity of SI-GaAs was shown to double in

magnitude after the passivation of surface defect states. Here, the influence of the

passivation of the surface is investigated further by THz emission measurements and

the simulation of surface emitters. Subsequently, a doubling in the power of THz

emission from photoconductive switches fabricated on passivated GaAs is reported,

owing to the enhanced conductivity change. A 0.2mm (110) ZnTe on a 6mm (100)

substrate was used in the work reported in this section.

4.6.1 Surface emitters

The THz emission from the surfaces of the passivated and reference samples was mea-

sured, and is shown in Figure 4.13a. The polarity of the THz electric field from the

etched GaAs sample was opposite to that of InAs, while for passivated GaAs the radi-

ated pulses had the same polarity as InAs. The polarity change suggests that passiva-

tion suppresses the surface states that create the surface field, namely that passivated

GaAs acts as a photo-Dember emitter. No significant change in the THz emission from

samples of InSb was observed after applying the same passivation process, since InSb

(like InAs) is primarily a photo-Dember emitter (Figure 4.13) [127].

The three-dimensional carrier dynamics simulation outlined in Section 4.2.2 was

used to investigate how changes to the surface states in GaAs alter THz emission.

The influence of surface defects can be described by the pinning of the electrostatic

potential at the surface, where the potential relative to the bulk is Vpin. Figure 4.13b

indicates the peak of the simulated THz electric field as Vpin is varied. With no Fermi
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Figure 4.13: (a) From bottom to top: Emitted time-domain THz electric field from
surfaces of etched GaAs, passivated GaAs, etched InSb and passivated InSb. The peak
of THz pulses emitted from InAs (not shown) had a positive sign. The oscillations
after the main pulse result from the THz absorption lines of atmospheric water vapour.
Passivation produces no noticeable change in ETHz for InSb, but causes the polarity
to flip and the amplitude to decrease for GaAs. (Inset) schematic of experimental
geometry, showing the infra-red (IR) emitter pump beam at 45◦ to the emitter, and
the radiated THz pulse. (b) Peak of simulated THz electric field emission from GaAs
surfaces, versus surface pinning potential energy −eVpin relative to the bandgap energy
EΓ = 1.42 eV. Dotted horizontal lines represent the measured peak field sizes for the
passivated (top) and etched reference (bottom) samples. (Inset) Simulated electrostatic
potential 50 fs after the arrival of the infrared pump pulse, as a function of depth z into
the semiconductor, for Vpin = 0.355 V (solid line) and Vpin = 0V (dashed line).

level pinning (Vpin = 0) the simulated THz radiation has the same sign as InAs, and the

semiconductor acts as a photo-Dember emitter – there is no surface field, as the inset

to Figure 4.13b indicates. As Vpin becomes increasingly negative the simulated field

strength changes in sign, owing to the surface field component. Therefore, assuming

that the passivated GaAs sample has Vpin = 0, the pinning potential in the etched

sample can be estimated from the relative emission amplitudes as Vpin = −0.25EΓ/e.

This is an upper estimate on the magnitude of Vpin, as the passivated sample may not

have Vpin = 0.
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4.6.2 Photoconductive switches

The THz emission from photoconductive switches fabricated on passivated and etched

GaAs is reported in Figure 4.14. It can be seen that the peak THz electric field

strength from the passivated sample is larger than that of the etched reference, with

a near doubling of the emitted power (Figure 4.14b). This increase can be attributed

to the larger change in conductivity σ of the passivated sample (Figure 3.7), since the

emitted THz electric field is ETHz ∝ ∂J/∂t = ∂(σE)/∂t (Section 4.2.1). Obtaining

a greater power from photoconductive THz emitters is beneficial for spectroscopy.

Surface passivation could be used in addition to other schemes that increase the power

of THz sources (such as placing a hemispherical silicon lens to collimate the emitted

radiation, or using an anti-reflection coating to enhance coupling from the emitter into

free space), and has the benefit of introducing no dispersive media into the THz path.

4.7 Summary

The measured and simulated emission of THz radiation from a variety of semiconduc-

tor surfaces and photoconductive switches was used in this chapter to discuss aspects

of ultra-fast carrier dynamics, including the trapping of electrons in ion-implanted

materials with picosecond lifetimes. Improvements in the power of THz emission were

observed after passivation of the surface of GaAs, and in the power emitted at high

frequencies after ion-implantation. The influence of electrons with lifetimes exceed-

ing the repetition rate of Ti:Sapphire oscillator lasers on THz photonic devices was

described: they were shown to reduce the overall power of InGaAs and LT-GaAs pho-
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Figure 4.14: (a) Electric field strength of emitted THz pulses from photoconductive
switches made on passivated GaAs (thick line) and an etched reference (thin line), as
a function of electro-optic delay time. (Inset) schematic of experimental geometry,
showing the infra-red (IR) emitter pump beam close to the anode of a photoconductive
switch, and the radiated THz pulse. (b) Power spectra of THz emission from passivated
(thick line) and etched (thin line) GaAs.

toconductive emitters, and to enhance the power transmitted through semi-insulating

GaAs photoconductive emitters.



Chapter 5

Charge trapping in polymer
transistors

“Electricity is an extream subtile fluid, penetrating other bodies, and
subsisting in them, equally diffused.”
Benjamin Franklin, Of Lightning, and the Method (Now Used in America)
of Securing Buildings and Persons from Its Mischievous Effects, 1767.

5.1 Introduction

A long-overlooked subtlety of electron transport was that a class of organic materi-

als, in particular polymer chains, can sustain an electrical current. The discovery in

1977 that the electrical conductivity of the polyacetylene chain can be tailored be-

tween values typical of insulators or metals [141] sparked a flurry of research into

conducting polymers, which continues to the present day. The source of the excite-

ment surrounding polymer-based electronics lies in a number of major advantages over

traditional inorganic semiconductors. Polymers are inherently flexible, can be easily

and cheaply processed from solution, and can be used to create large area devices:

properties not typically shared by inorganic semiconductors. Since the demonstration

of the first polymer-based light-emitting diode (LED) [142] and the first all-polymer

transistor [143] the number of researchers and companies developing polymer electron-

102
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ics has skyrocketed. Recent exciting device demonstrations include flexible full-colour

displays, radio-frequency ID tags, and electronic paper [144].

Essential to the implementation of such devices has been the development of the

polymer field-effect transistor (pFET), the organic counterpart of the building block

of modern electronics. In this chapter a non-contact study of carrier trapping in

pFETs is reported, performed using terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. Initially, the

physics of electrical conduction in polymers and pFETs is outlined (Sections 5.1.1-

5.1.2), before a brief review is given of carrier trapping in pFETs (Section 5.1.3).

Subsequently, measurements of the change in THz transmission through pFETs are

reported (Section 5.2). It is then demonstrated that the density of trapped holes in

the transistor’s accumulation layer can be monitored during device operation (Section

5.3): a characteristic that is linked intimately to the degradation of the transistor’s

performance. This is achieved by coupling the polymer’s low-mobility holes to higher

mobility electrons in the silicon gate. The correlation of these findings with scanning

probe potentiometry measurements (Section 5.1.4) allows for the first time the direct

assignment of the contributions to transistor degradation arising from changes in the

contact resistance, the field-effect mobility and the trapped carrier density (Section

5.4). Following this, both the response of the transistor to absorption-edge frequency

light and the thermal removal of trapped holes are investigated in Section 5.5. Finally,

the THz transmission of the devices after dielectric breakdown of the gate insulator is

reported in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Structure of poly(acetylene), a prototypical polymer semiconduc-
tor, and (b) the fluorene-thiophene copolymer poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl)-co-
(bithiophene)] (F8T2). (c) Simple energy diagram of electronic states in a conjugated
polymer. In the ground state, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level con-
tains two electrons of opposite spin. The removal of one electron creates a hole polaron,
with the energy of the remaining electron altered. Alternatively, photoexcitation from
the ground state creates a neutral singlet exciton.

5.1.1 Semiconducting polymers

The prototypical semiconducting polymer is polyacetylene, which can be drawn as a

sequence of alternating single and double carbon bonds, as in Figure 5.1a. In terms of

electron orbitals, each carbon atom has one electron in a σ bond to a hydrogen atom,

and three electrons in hybridised sp2 bonds to the two adjacent carbon atoms. This hy-

bridised system is delocalised along the chain, and is termed the π-conjugated system.

A vast variety of polymer systems contain delocalised electrons, for instance poly[(9,9-

dioctylfluorene-2,7-diyl)-co-(bithiophene)] – or F8T2 – has a delocalised backbone con-
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taining both fluorene and thiophene rings (Figure 5.1b).

With increasing energy, the last filled electronic state is termed the highest occupied

molecular orbital (HOMO), and the first empty level the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbital (LUMO). Within this picture, schematically shown in Figure 5.1c, the poly-

mer has an energy gap E between HOMO and LUMO levels, typically of a few eV in

energy. In the monomer ethylene this energy gap is in the far-ultra-violet at 6.9 eV,

while in benzene it is in the near-ultra-violet, at 4.6 eV. The increasing delocalisation

of the π-conjugated system results in a lower E, as may intuitively be expected by

picturing an electron confined quantum mechanically in a square well [74]. Altering

the conjugation length of the system is not, however, the only method of altering E:

electron-donating or -withdrawing side groups can change orbital energies [141]. Addi-

tionally, forming a co-polymer, which contains two monomer repeat units that would

polymerise individually, can allow the engineering of the energy gap. For instance, the

polymer F8 (poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorene]) has E = 3.3 eV (HOMO 2.4 eV, LUMO 5.7 eV)

but the addition of two thiophene rings (with a lower ionisation potential) to make

F8T2 lowers the HOMO-LUMO gap to E = 2.4 eV (HOMO 3.1 eV, LUMO 5.5 eV)

[145; 146].

While the HOMO-LUMO energy gap is loosely analogous to the bandgap of inor-

ganic semiconductors, the process of charge generation in an organic semiconductor al-

ters the medium’s electronic structure. The promotion of an electron from the HOMO

level into the LUMO level creates a distortion in the chain’s charge cloud, resulting in

the alteration of the orbital’s other energy levels. The Franck-Condon principle states

that the timescale of this electronic response is significantly shorter than the nuclear

response, an assumption justified by the light electron mass in comparison to nuclear
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masses. Consequently, the resulting charge and distortion can be thought of as a new

quasiparticle, the polaron. Schematic energy level diagrams for a hole polaron, and an

exciton polaron (a bound electron and hole), are shown in Figure 5.1c. The absorp-

tion spectra of most polymers is dominated by excitonic effects: significant absorption

occurs at optical frequencies, where tightly-bound (Frenkel) excitons are formed by

transitions from the HOMO to the LUMO level and subsequent molecular relaxation.

With typical binding energies of a few 100meV, Frenkel excitons are stable at room

temperature (kBT = 26meV). The optical absorption edge is due to singlet-singlet

transitions, since the ground state is a singlet (spin 0 – triplet states have spin 1,

and the absorption of a photon does not alter the spin state). Part of the attraction

of polymer semiconductors is the ready adjustment of the absorption edge across the

visible spectrum, and equally that of the inverse process, electroluminescence.

Charge carriers, necessary for electrical transport, can be created in polymers by

a number of mechanisms, including:

1. Electrical injection from metallic or semiconductor contacts.

2. Two-step photoexcitation. Under intense illumination from mode-locked pulsed

lasers the excitons created by single-photon absorption can be excited into a

higher state, from which they dissociate into free charges within 150 fs [147].

3. Dissociation of excitons into free carriers, either under an electric field, at im-

purities or at surface interfaces.

4. De-trapping of localised (immobile) carriers, for example via a thermally-

activated process out of a potential well.
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Once a charge carrier is generated it can move along the polymer chain. Charge

transport is thought to be a thermally-activated hopping process, with similarities

to transport in amorphous inorganic semiconductors. The principal evidence for this

view comes from the observation of an enhanced mobility with increasing tempera-

ture [141], in stark contrast to the reduction in mobility with temperature typically

observed for metals and inorganic semiconductors (Section 3.3.3). Charge transport

can thus be viewed as a random walk along a polymer chain, or even between chains

if the intrachain coupling strength is sufficiently high. However, it has recently been

demonstated that polyaniline films can exhibit the temperature-dependent conductiv-

ity of metals [148] – future work should clarify the interplay and cross-over between

the two regimes of charge transport.

5.1.2 Polymer field-effect transistors

The building block of modern electronic devices is the field-effect transistor, which

can act as a voltage-controlled switch. In order to construct polymer-based electronic

circuitry, equivalent all-polymer transistors need to be created: indeed these were

demonstrated first in 1994 [143]. As a beneficial intermediate step, polymer transis-

tors can be made with inorganic semiconductors as the gate, allowing the electrical

performance of the polymer to be determined with reference to a better understood

system. The following is a brief introduction to the operation of the polymer/inorganic

transistor design studied herein: excellent and more general reviews of the fundamen-

tals of polymer field-effect transistors can be found in Refs. [149; 150].

A schematic diagram of the bottom-gate, bottom-contact polymer transistors fab-

ricated for this study is shown in Figure 5.2a. A 100 nm-thick layer of F8T2 was
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic geometry of a bottom-contact, bottom-gate polymer field-
effect transistor. Under a negative gate voltage Vg a hole (+) accumulation layer forms
in the polymer, and an electron (-) accumulation layer is created in the gate. (b) Source-
drain current versus applied gate voltage Vg for a typical pristine pFET, at a constant
source-drain voltage Vsd = −5 V (dotted line) and Vsd = −60 V (solid line). [Data
courtesy of T. Richards, University of Cambridge].

deposited through spin-casting from solution onto an interdigitated gold array, which

had a 40µm channel length, 50µm finger width and total channel width 45mm. A

200 nm-thick layer of SiO2 electrically insulated the polymer from the gate electrode,

which comprised a lightly n-doped silicon wafer (2.5×1015 cm−3) with a total thickness

of 0.62mm.

On the application of a negative voltage Vg to the silicon gate (relative to the source

and drain contacts) an electron accumulation layer forms on the boundary between the

insulator and the gate. A hole accumulation layer is induced at the same time in the

polymer: this is the “channel” of the transistor. The hole and electron layers are mirror

charge sheets, and hence have an equal charge density per unit area nh = ne. If a second

voltage Vsd is applied between source and drain, holes in the transistor accumulation

layer can transport current between the contacts. As Figure 5.2b indicates, a current
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of over 100µA flows between source and drain at Vg = −60V and Vsd = −60V. A

significant source-drain current is only obtained when the gate voltage Vg is more

negative than a particular threshold voltage Vt, required for the conductive channel

to form. This is a characteristic of all pFETs: for these particular devices Vt = −5V

(Figure 5.2b).

At positive applied gate voltages, however, no current flows: this is a consequence

of the rapid trapping of electrons in the polymer at silanol (Si-O-H) sites on the

interface with the SiO2 gate insulator [146]. Since current flows only with negative

gate voltages the pFET is said to exhibit “polar” conduction: “ambipolar” transistors

can be fabricated by passivating the SiO2 surface, allowing electrical transport of both

electrons and holes in the polymer [146].

The charge density in the polymer and gate of a pFET can be estimated from

the capacitance per unit area Cox = 1.73Fm−2 of the gate insulator. At an applied

gate voltage Vg = −30V, the charge per unit area stored by the insulator is Q '

CoxVg, which results in a hole charge density nh = ne = 3.2 × 1012 cm−2. A more

exact treatment can be obtained by solving Poisson’s equation in the vicinity of the

polymer/insulator boundary (or the insulator/gate boundary). This is reported in

Appendix A.2, and results in an analytical expression for the hole (or electron) charge

distribution as a function of gate voltage. The charge distribution obtained using

Equation A.13 for a cross-section through the pFET is shown in Figure 5.3. The

electron and hole accumulation layers can be seen to be contained predominantly

within a few nanometres either side of the insulator. In fact, at Vg = −30V, 81% of

the total charge density of holes is within 1 nm of the polymer/silicon dioxide interface.

At a charge concentration of Ne = 2.5 × 1015 cm−3, the bulk electrons in silicon have
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Figure 5.3: Charge density of holes in the polymer, and electrons in the silicon gate
(obtained from the analytical solution to Poisson’s equation derived in Appendix A.2)
at different applied gate voltages Vg. With no Vg the electron concentration in the gate
is equal to the bulk doping level Nd = 2.5× 1015 cm−3, and there are no free charges in
the polymer. As Vg is made increasingly negative the charge density rapidly increases
close to the insulator, with the top curves displaying the concentrations for Vg = −30 V.

a plasma frequency (Section 2.4.3 and Equation 2.11) of ωp = 0.2THz, while when

Vg = −30V, the charge concentration is Ne = 4.0× 1018 cm−3 (averaged over the first

8 nm from the surface), resulting in ωp = 8.8THz.

5.1.3 Trapping in polymer transistors

Two key technological milestones need to be surpassed before polymer transistors

achieve commercial viability, loosely termed the short-term and the long-term perfor-

mance. The first of these is categorised best by the mobility of charge carriers in the

polymer. Improvements in polymer processing, surface treatments of gate insulators

and the alignment of polymer chains using self-assembled mono-layers have led to high

device mobilities [150; 151], which are now competitive with amorphous silicon thin-

film transistors. Long-term device degradation mechanisms are increasingly becoming

a focus of research, as they are now limiting the commercial application of polymer
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transistor technology.

A critical degradation effect is a swing in the threshold voltage of transistor ac-

tion to ever larger magnitudes during operation [152; 153; 154; 155; 156]. This is

thought to be caused by the trapping of holes in either the organic semiconductor or

at the semiconductor/insulator interface. Trapped, immobile, holes screen the applied

gate voltage, resulting in ever larger gate voltages being required to achieve the same

source-drain current. In previous studies of carrier trapping in pFETs, device current-

voltage characteristics (such as Figure 5.2b) have been acquired on short timescales

(e.g. 1 s) during a period when the gate voltage bias was otherwise kept constant

[152; 153; 154; 155; 156]. If the device is modelled as a metal-oxide-semiconductor

field-effect transistor (MOSFET), then the threshold voltage and carrier mobility can

be extracted from the I − V curves. However, as discussed in Section 5.1.4, such bulk

measurements are intrinsically complicated by device effects (e.g. the injection barriers

at the contacts), and do not necessarily give direct access to charge transport within

the conductive channel of the polymer. It is therefore desirable to use a non-contact

technique, such as spectroscopy or potentiometry, to investigate charge trapping and

device degradation in pFETs.

In contrast to the delta-function-like density-of-state distributions of traps in inor-

ganic semiconductors, trap states in polymeric systems are broad and are intimately

related to the conduction states. A number of mechanisms can influence the mobil-

ity of charge carriers in polymers, and act in some sense as traps [157]. The various

schemes, in order of increasing trap size, include:

1. Self-trapping. A charge carrier on an organic chain deforms the molecule, chang-

ing the energy and renormalising the effective mass of the charge. The resultant
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charge and deformation can be described as a new quasi-particle, the polaron.

If two charge carriers share the same deformation, the quasi-particle is referred

to as a bipolaron. The timescale for the formation of polarons is the timescale of

electrical relaxation, 10-100 fs.

2. Impurities. A molecule incorporated in a polymer matrix retains its HOMO and

LUMO levels independent of the polymer. If either of these levels happens to

fall into the polymer’s energy gap, it will form a trap. These can be chemical

impurities remaining from the synthesis of the polymer (polymerisation centres).

3. Geminate pairs. The low dielectric constant of most polymers means that

Coulomb forces between charges are screened only weakly. If both an electron

and a hole are present, they can bind, forming a geminate pair typically a few

molecules in length. If recombination is sufficiently suppressed, a geminate pair

can act as a carrier trap by lowering the local potential energy. Geminate pairs

can be formed by the dissociation of excitons under an electric field, or at an

impurity site, typically on timescales of 100 fs [158]. Geminate pairs recombine

on timescales of 1ms, as evidenced by the long decay of their fluorescence [159].

4. Structural defects. Polymer chains can exhibit strong torsional disorder: the

conjugation length of the chain, and the electrical polarisation of the surrounding

material, both alter HOMO/LUMO levels, and create a smeared distribution of

levels.

Of these trapping mechanisms, interfacial chemical impurities and defects are

thought to play a significant role in conduction in pFETs, as may be expected from
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the fact that the conductive channel is confined to within a few nanometres of the

insulator.

5.1.4 Scanning-probe potentiometry

In many devices the mismatch in workfunction between the source/drain contacts and

the polymer creates a “contact resistance”, a potential barrier to charge injection.

If this alters during transistor operation, the reliable extraction of meaningful data

(for instance the density of trapped charges) solely from current-voltage character-

istics becomes a difficult task [160]. As an alternative experimental approach, the

local surface potential on operating pFETs can be measured via non-contact poten-

tiometry. Scanning Kelvin-probe microscopy (SKPM) [161; 162] was used to track

the electrostatic potential in the accumulation layer of a pFET with a high spatial

resolution (< 100 nm). A detailed description of the experimental set-up and the

methods employed for data analysis and processing can be found in Ref. [163]. In

short, the experimental technique consists of regulating the voltage applied to a con-

ducting tip with a feedback loop, such that the electro-static force between tip and

sample is minimised. The resulting tip potential follows the electrostatic potential in

the accumulation layer.

The F8T2 transistors investigated were similar to those examined using THz-TDS

apart from a reduced channel length (2µm), owing to the limited translational range of

the SKPM tip. Figure 5.4 displays the measured source-drain current I as a function

of operating time of the F8T2 transistor. The contact resistance R and channel field-

effect mobility µF = µhnh (where µh is the mobility of a hole) can be extracted from

the measured potential of the accumulation layer at each time. It can be clearly
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Figure 5.4: Source current (top), source contact resistance (middle) and field-effect
mobility µF (bottom) of a 2 µm channel length F8T2/300 nm SiO2/Si pFET as a function
of operating time, normalized to their initial values and shown on a semi-logarithmic
plot. The curves were extracted from scanning Kelvin-probe microscopy measurements
across the transistor channel. A constant gate voltage bias of Vg = −40 V was applied,
to produce an initial sheet charge density nh = 2.9 × 1012 cm−2 comparable to that in
the THz experiments. The variation in contact resistance with time is accounted for in
the extraction of the field-effect mobility. The dotted lines are exponential fits to µF at
early and late operating times, with time constants τ = 1.2 × 104 s and τ = 5.6 × 104 s
respectively. [Data courtesy of T. Richards, University of Cambridge].

seen that the early non-exponential decay of I is caused by a rapid initial increase

of the contact resistance with operating time [164]. The field-effect mobility (the

mobility multiplied by the ratio of free charges to total charges) on the other hand,

shows an initial exponential decay with a lifetime τ = 1.2 × 104 s, before tending

to saturate at longer operating times. These results demonstrate the difficulty in

extracting meaningful information about the dynamics of carrier trapping in pFETs

from I − V characteristics, which are significantly influenced by changes in contact

resistance [160]. The observed decay of the field-effect mobility may be caused either

by a decrease in hole mobility or hole density in the channel. The technique used in
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the remainder of this chapter, based on terahertz spectroscopy, is able to measure the

hole density independently.

5.2 Terahertz charge modulation spectroscopy

Charge-modulation spectroscopy (CMS), in which an alteration of charge density in-

duces a transmission change to electromagnetic radiation, is a well-established tech-

nique in portions of the spectrum away from the terahertz range: CMS in the mid-

infrared to visible spectral ranges provided early evidence of the polaronic nature of

charge carriers in organic semiconductors [165], and has additionally been applied in

the millimetre-wave region to polymer diodes [166]. However, the THz-frequency re-

sponse of conductive charge layers can provide vital information about the dynamics

of carriers in semiconductors, as demonstated in Chapters 3 and 4, and discussed in

Section 1.3.2. In the following, the modulation of the charges in the conductive channel

is used to alter the transmission through a pFET in the THz frequency range. Using

THz spectroscopy is beneficial, as energies significantly lower than visible photons will

not photoexcite extra charges. The use of THz-TDS ensures a much higher signal-

to-noise ratio than can be achieved with incoherent spectroscopic techniques, such as

FTIR [167].

5.2.1 Setup of experiment

The terahertz time-domain spectrometer described in Chapter 2 was used to measure

the THz radiation transmitted through polymer transistors, as schematically shown

in Figure 5.2a. A semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive switch biased with a 20 kHz
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square wave at ±150V generated the single-cycle electric-field transient under pho-

toexcitation by pulses from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator laser (10 fs, 75MHz repetition

rate, 400mW beam power). Electro-optic sampling (with a 200µm (110) ZnTe crystal

on a 6mm (100) substrate) was used to detect the transmitted transient, using a first

lock-in amplifier referenced to the voltage driving the photoconductive switch. To

create charge-modulation effects, an a.c. square wave bias voltage Vg was applied to

the gate (Figure 5.2a), typically Vg = 0 ↔ −30V at 40Hz. In this experiment the

source and drain contacts were connected to 0V, and no source-drain current flowed.

A second lock-in amplifier was used to measure the change ∆T in the THz electric

field T transmitted through the transistors at the frequency of the Vg modulation.

The modulation period (0.025 s) was chosen to be significantly longer than both the

estimated channel formation time (∼ 9µs) [168] and the RC time constant created by

the contact resistance (∼ 1ms), in order to eliminate the influence of device capaci-

tance effects. Using a shorter modulation period did not alter the measured differential

THz transmission. The THz beam and transistor were kept in a vacuum of 1mbar to

minimize THz absorption from atmospheric water vapor.

5.2.2 Measured THz transmission change

Figures 5.5a and 5.5b display the measured change in THz electric field ∆T under the

application of a bias Vg = 0 ↔ −30V: it is approximately 1000 times smaller than the

size of the electric field T transmitted through the transistor. No transmission changes

were observed after the F8T2 layer was chemically removed, or for devices fabricated

without the polymer layer.

By plotting ∆T/T , as in Figure 5.6a, it can be seen that on the application of a gate
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Figure 5.5: (a) Measured THz electric field T (t) after transmission through transistor
(solid line) and change in transmitted THz electric field ∆T (t) (dashed line, multiplied
by 100) upon application of a gate voltage Vg = 0 ↔ −30 V. Both are given as a function
of electro-optic sampling delay time t. (b) Amplitude spectra of the transmitted THz
radiation T (ν), and change in transmitted amplitude ∆T (ν) = T (Vg = −30 V)−T (Vg =
0 V) obtained from the time-domain data in a) through Fourier transformation.

bias the transistor transmits less THz radiation (negative ∆T/T ) over the entire range

of frequencies. This is indicative of the creation of a partially reflective layer, through

an increase in the charge carrier density within the transistor. A negative Vg induces

both a hole accumulation layer on the polymer/insulator boundary, and an electron

accumulation layer of equal surface carrier density on the insulator/gate boundary

(Figure 5.3), and therefore both charge sheets should be expected to contribute to the

observed ∆T/T . However, the mobility of holes in the polymer’s accumulation layer is

only µ = 7× 10−3 cm2V−1s−1(which can be estimated from the device’s current in the

saturation regime). This is more than five orders of magnitude lower than the electron

mobility in the silicon gate (∼ 1400 cm2V−1s−1). Consequently the conductivity of

the hole charge sheet is negligible in comparison to that of the electron layer, and

therefore the observed ∆T/T can be attributed entirely to the accumulation layer in
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Figure 5.6: (a) Relative change in transmission ∆T/T , calculated from the data in
Figure 5.5b. (b) The THz transmission through the silicon substrate (thin solid curve)
exhibits a decrease below 0.5 THz owing to the plasma frequency of the gate (0.2 THz).
The transmission through a transistor with a grating repeat period of 90 µm (thick solid
curve) diffracts THz radiation at lower frequencies than a 80 µm period device (dashed
curve).

the silicon. This interpretation was confirmed by an attempt to measure ∆T/T for an

all-polymer transistor, on a quartz substrate: no transmission change was observed,

within the experimental noise floor limit of ∆T/T < 1×10−5. For silicon-gate polymer

transistors the electron layer in the gate therefore acts as an indirect, but sensitive

probe of the hole density in the polymer, by coupling it to higher mobility electrons

in the silicon.

As stated in Section 5.1.2, electrons in the accumulation layer in the silicon gate

have a plasma frequency ωp = 0.2THz when Vg = 0V, while ωp = 8.8THz when

Vg = −30V. Since the plasma frequency is above the highest frequency measurable

with the spectrometer (3THz), ∆T/T should be roughly uniform below ωp. However,

Figure 5.6a indicates that this is not the case: ∆T/T goes to zero close to 1THz. The

description of the transmission change just discussed requires the following adden-
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dum: the gold interdigitated array comprising the transistor’s source/drain contacts

can act as a diffraction grating at THz frequencies. Rotating the transistor device

about its surface normal revealed that maximum transmission (25% of the incident

electric field’s peak) occurred when the fingers of the interdigitated array were at 90◦

to the plane of polarization of the incident THz electric field, as expected for a wire-

grid diffraction grating. Furthermore, the repeat period of the array was 90µm, which

corresponds to a frequency of 0.98THz in vacuum (after accounting for the refractive

index of silicon). This results in a first diffraction minimum in ∆T/T near 1THz, as

indicated by the vertical line in Figure 5.6a, and further reductions at higher frequen-

cies. This interpretation was confirmed by measuring the THz transmission through

pFETs with different grating repeat periods. As is shown in Figure 5.6b, a shorter

grating period (80µm) creates a diffraction grating at a higher frequency (1.1THz).

5.3 Modelling the THz transmission change

In order to relate the measured THz transmission change under gate voltage modula-

tion to the charge density in the transistor in a quantitative manner, a model is now

developed based on thin-film optics. Since THz radiation is significantly attenuated

by transmission through a 100 nm-thick gold layer (Section 2.4.3) the measured trans-

mitted electric field T can safely be assumed to have passed through the transistor’s

channel. Data analysis is restricted to the spectral range up to ∼1THz, which is

unaffected by diffraction.

In Section 3.2.2 the transmission change introduced by a thin charge layer was

derived, and it was found that the medium’s conductivity is proportional to the trans-
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mission change ∆T/T (Equation 3.10, valid for small ∆T/T ). Because the mobility

of holes in F8T2 is significantly lower than that of electrons in silicon (Section 5.2.2),

the conductivity of the hole layer is negligible. The electron accumulation layer in the

silicon gate therefore dominates the transmission change. The response of electrons

in silicon to THz radiation can be well described by the dielectric function given in

Equation 2.10 (Section 2.4.3). Therefore, the charge density and scattering rate for

electrons in the silicon layer can be taken as fit parameters in the transmission model.

The approach adopted to model ∆T/T was very similar to that of Section 3.2.2,

except the incident electric field is taken as that from the insulator into the silicon,

rather than from vacuum into the photoexcited sample. The accumulation layer in the

silicon gate was assumed to have a constant electron concentration Ne over a thickness

δe = 8nm at a particular gate voltage. The electron scattering rate was assumed to be

constant, at Γ = 1.5× 1012 s−1. However, the assumption of a charge sheet of uniform

thickness creates unphysically large Fresnel transmission coefficients and Fabry-Perot

terms, owing to the discontinuity in refractive index between the accumulation layer

and bulk silicon. This problem can be circumvented by assigning the entire change

in ∆T/T to the phase change within the electron charge layer. This corresponds

to neglecting the Fresnel transmission coefficients or Fabry-Perot terms, which tend

to constants for the more physically-realistic smoothly varying charge distribution

encountered in an accumulation layer (Section 5.1.2). With this approximation, ∆T/T

becomes

∆T

T
=

Eon − Eoff

(Eon + Eoff) /2
=

2
(
eiφ − 1

)
eiφ + 1

, (5.1)

where φ = (non − noff)δω/c. The complex refractive index of the electron accumula-

tion layer, and transmitted electric field through the device at Vg were non and Eon
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Figure 5.7: Measured differential transmission signal ∆T/T for a range of gate voltage
modulations 0 ↔ Vg with Vg =-10 V (circles), -20 V (triangles), -30 V (squares), -40V
(diamonds), and -50 V (crosses). The solid lines are fits to the data based on a Drude-
Lorentz thin-film model as described in the text, with ∆T/T ∝ Vg ∝ nh.

respectively (and similarly when the device was off, at Vg = 0V).

Using this model, excellent agreement with the experimentally measured ∆T/T

is obtained for an electron accumulation layer density of Noff
e = 2.5 × 1015 cm−3 in

the ‘off’ (Vg = 0V) state and Non
e = 4.0 × 1018 cm−3 in the ‘on’ (Vg = −30V) state

when δe = 8nm, as shown in Figure 5.7. These parameters agree well with those

obtained from the analytical solution of Poisson’s equation at the SiO2/Si boundary,

as discussed in Section 5.1.2 and detailed in Appendix A.2. Assuming that the sheet

charge density in the polymer (nh) is the same as that in the gate (ne), the hole

accumulation layer charge density for a pristine transistor in the ‘on’ state, Non
h , can

be calculated from Non
h = Non

e δe/δh, where δh and δe are the thickness of the hole
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and the electron accumulation layers, respectively. Taking δh = 1nm as a reasonable

approximation, Non
h = 3.2 × 1019 cm−3 is obtained at Vg = 0 ↔ −30V. These values

compare favourably to those typically found in the literature [169].

Experimentally, ∆T/T is observed to increase linearly with the applied gate voltage

(Figure 5.7), in accordance with an increase of charge density in the channel. Using

identical parameter values to those determined above for Vg = −30V, but scaling ne

and δe linearly with gate voltage, results in model curves closely matching the measured

∆T/T over the entire range of applied Vg, as Figure 5.7 also illustrates. In summary,

the THz transmission change under gate voltage modulation can be used to probe the

charge density of the conductive channel of a silicon gate pFET.

5.4 Hole trapping in the accumulation layer

The sensitivity of the technique just outlined to the hole density in the transistor

channel makes it an ideal tool, in particular to investigate the mechanisms governing

device degradation under the prolonged application of a gate bias voltage. ∆T/T was

measured as a function of biasing time at Vg = 0 ↔ −30V for a number of transistors.

As revealed in Figure 5.8a, ∆T/T decreases exponentially for approximately the first

hour, after which it gradually saturates. The time constant of this decay is τ =

7.1× 103 s, and is comparable to that of the decay in conductivity obtained from the

SKPM data τ = 1.2× 104 s (Section 5.1.4). The decay in ∆T/T can be attributed to

an increase in density of trapped holes at the polymer/insulator interface with time,

resulting in a larger hole density noff
h in the ‘off’ state, and therefore also an increased

noff
e : trapped holes remain in the channel and thus reduce ∆T . This situation is shown
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Figure 5.8: (a) When Vg = 0 ↔ −30 V is applied for times t′ (half the measurement
time, owing to the 50% Vg duty cycle) the differential transmission (circles) decays
initially exponentially (straight line). The time constant τ = 7.1 ± 2.4 × 103 s of this
decay was determined by averaging fits for three nominally identical transistors, over
the first 40 minutes. The trapped charge density remaining in the channel during the off
period, noff

h (t′)/non
h (0) (squares, extracted from the modelled fits to ∆T/T , with charge

density non
h (0) = 3.2× 1012 cm−3 when on) saturates at large t′. (Inset) Cartoon of the

proposed mechanism for the reduction in ∆T/T . (b) Hole trapping rate 1/τ obtained
from exponential fits to ∆T/T during application of 0 ↔ −Vg for 30minutes.

schematically in the inset to Figure 5.8a. A change in hole mobility in the polymer

cannot contribute to a change in THz transmission, as the hole accumulation layer

does not have a sufficiently high conductivity (Section 5.2.2). The differential change

in transmission ∆T/T is therefore proportional to the mobile hole density, non
h -noff

h

(Equation 3.10).

The observed initial exponential decay of ∆T/T indicates that the hole trapping

rate in the polymer is a linear function of the mobile hole density, i.e. dn/dt = −n/τ .

This finding is incompatible with the bipolaronic trapping mechanism that has recently

been proposed as a contributor to device degradation on timescales below 1 s [153; 154],

which predicts that dn/dt ∝ n2.

Figure 5.8a also displays the trapped hole density noff
h as a function of operating
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time, as extracted from the data using the model described in Section 5.3, under

the assumption that all other parameters are unaffected by degradation. The hole

density for the ‘off’ state increases considerably within the first hour, but then saturates

at a value of approximately half that of the initial value in the ‘on’ state, non
h (0).

This saturation is a result of the finite density of hole traps on the polymer/insulator

interface, estimated at 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 from the limit of this change. Assuming that

these traps lie within 1 nm of the insulator, the concentration of traps is 1.5×1019 cm−3.

The trapping cross-section can be estimated from the decay rate 1/τ via the Shockley-

Read-Hall model (Section 3.1.4) as Σ = 5 × 10−35 m2, where the thermal velocity

(Equation 3.2) was calculated assuming a hole effective mass of m∗ = me. This

value of Σ is tiny in comparison to other cross-sections in semiconductor physics (e.g.

Σ ∼ 10−14 m2 for electron-impurity scattering), as befits the extremely slow trapping

rate.

In Figure 5.8b the initial trapping rate 1/τ is extracted from exponential fits to

the initial decay over the first 20minutes, at a number of applied gate voltages. It can

be seen that 1/τ is linearly proportional to the applied gate voltage. Applying the

Shockley-Read-Hall model, this rise in 1/τ suggests that the trapping cross-section or

the trap density (or both) increase with gate bias. While this trend has been seen

previously [154], a definitive physical explanation is not immediately forthcoming. It

is possible that at higher fields the extra charge density distorts the polymer more

significantly, increasing the trap density and cross section.
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5.5 Removal of trapped holes

Having demonstrated that charge modulation spectroscopy in the THz range can track

hole trapping in pFETs, an investigation of the reverse process is reported in this

section. Previous studies have found that the threshold voltage of F8T2 pFETs returns

to its initial (pre-trapping) value if the device is left in the dark with no bias applied

[152; 155], with shorter recovery times at elevated temperature [170]. The recovery

of devices is attributed to the thermal excitation of holes out of their traps, and is a

slow process at room temperature, typically taking hours to return to their pristine

condition [152]. In the experiments above, the period of the Vg modulation was too

short to obtain significant carrier de-trapping during the ‘off’ state of the cycle.

Another reported method of removing trapped holes is the illumination of the poly-

mer with photons of above bandgap energy [152; 163]. While a definitive mechanism

remains to be established, it has been proposed that the electron part of a photoex-

cited exciton can recombine with a trapped hole, leaving the remainder of the exciton:

a mobile hole [163].

In the following, results are presented concerning the thermally-activated removal

of trapped holes and the effect of illumination on a pFET, via the THz spectroscopy

technique outlined above. In order to prepare transistors with the same initial condi-

tions, a gate voltage modulation of Vg = 0 ↔ −30V was applied to a set of pristine

transistors for 2 hours, to fill the trap states. The change in the peak THz time-domain

electric field (at zero electro-optic delay time) was then recorded every 2 s, enabling

the hole density to be tracked on shorter timescales. This recorded value is essentially

the transmission change averaged over the spectral range of the THz pulse: a larger
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Figure 5.9: Decay in transmission change ∆T/T for a pFET as a function of mea-
surement time, after different periods where the pFET was left with no gate voltage for
(dots, from bottom to top, respectively) 1.2×103 s, 9.0×103 s, 4.4×103 s and 5.9×104 s.
The transmission change is proportional to the mobile hole density, and can be fit well
by a two-exponential decay of the form nh = n1 exp−t/τ1 + n2 exp−t/τ2 (solid lines).
(Inset) The lifetimes τ1 (red) and τ2 (blue) of the slow and fast decay as a function of
recovery time (see text for discussion).

transmission change indicates a greater difference in hole density between ‘on’ and ‘off’

states, as previously.

5.5.1 Thermal detrapping

The thermal removal of trapped carriers was investigated as follows. A set of transistors

was left under vacuum with no Vg applied (and in the dark, with a recorded power

< 1 nW at 530 nm, the absorption edge of F8T2) for a set time period. After this time,

the gate voltage modulation was switched back on, and the change in THz electric field

was recorded, allowing the trapping dynamic to be determined. Figure 5.9 illustrates
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the measured decrease in ∆T/T for a device left to recover for different durations,

up to 6 × 104 s. As the device is left to recover for ever longer times, the decay in

∆T/T becomes more like the decay of a pristine transistor (Section 5.4). However, an

additional, faster, decay component is now visible, owing to the higher time resolution

of these measurements. The mobile hole density, which is proportional to ∆T/T ,

can be modelled well via two separate exponential decays, i.e. nh = n1 exp (−t/τ1) +

n2 exp (−t/τ2) (solid lines in Figure 5.9): a slow decay τ1, as reported above, and

a faster decay τ2. This may be indicative of the thermal de-trapping of holes from

shallow and deep traps, since the probability pi for thermal excitation out of a trap is

highly dependent on its energy barrier ∆: pi ∝ exp (−∆/kBT ).

Interestingly, the lifetime of the fast decay τ2 increases with the recovery time, as

the inset of Figure 5.9 shows, while the slow decay τ1 remains constant. Since shallow

traps should be depopulated more rapidly than deep traps, changes to the fast decay

may therefore be tentatively attributed to the population of shallow traps. Assuming

that the concentration of traps Nt remains constant, the SRH model (Section 3.1.4)

predicts that the cross-section for the fast decay must decrease with recovery time,

in order to produce the measured change in 1/τ2. This implies that the creation of

trapped holes increases the trapping rate for the shallow (fast decay) traps, perhaps

by further deforming the polymer chain.

5.5.2 Above absorption-edge illumination

Additionally, the effect of illumination on THz transmission through a pFET was

investigated. The hole traps of pFETs were first saturated, before shining light from

various high-power LEDs uniformly onto the polymer. Figure 5.10 indicates that the
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Figure 5.10: The change in transmission (∆T/T ) of the THz electric field through a
pFET at a gate voltage Vg = 0 ↔ −30 V. Initially the transmission change is constant, as
the trapped hole density has saturated. At zero time the transmission change increases
markedly when a high-power green LED is switched on (530nm, circles), while with a
red LED of comparable power (655nm, squares) no change is observed.

transmission change ∆T/T does not alter when light from a red LED (wavelength

655 nm, spectral width ±30 nm, intensity 1.3Wm−2) is incident on the transistor.

However, illumination with a green LED (wavelength 530 nm, spectral width ±30 nm,

intensity 2.6Wm−2), alters the THz transmission: a large step in ∆T/T is visible at

zero time, when the LEDs were switched on. The transmission change ∆T/T then

reduces in magnitude, approximately exponentially, with time constant 230 s. The

LED was switched off at 128 s, after which ∆T/T rapidly returns to its pre-illumination

value.

The origins of the various features in the light-induced change in ∆T/T will now
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be discussed. The rapid increase in ∆T/T at zero time could be a result of the rapid

removal of trapped holes, within the 2 s measurement period. The removal of a large

fraction of trapped holes would create a large ∆T/T by decreasing the hole density

during the ‘off’ period of the Vg modulation. However, this interpretation is not con-

sistent with the rapid return in ∆T/T to its initial value when the illumination is

removed (within 2 s) – a permanent decrease in the concentration of trapped holes

would result in a decay dynamic similar to those in Figure 5.9. An alternative ex-

planation is that the density of holes in the polymer accumulation layer is increased

under illumination. As the energy of incident photons is below that required to create

carriers directly, excitons are the primary photoexcitation. A mechanism of exciton

dissociation into hole and electron polarons is therefore required: possibilities include

exciton dissociation at defects, interfaces and under an electric field [157; 158].

The latter possibility, field-induced exciton dissociation, is a plausible candidate.

Under a large electric field (> 107 Vm−1) the electron and hole of an exciton can

be spontaneously separated, forming a geminate pair [158]. This requirement is met

for these pFETs: the electric field strength close to the insulator can be calculated

from the solution to Poisson’s equation presented in Appendix A.2, and decreases

from 108 Vm−1 at the polymer/insulator interface down to 107 Vm−1 by 5 nm into the

polymer. A further requirement is that the yield of dissociated excitons must be high

enough to produce the measured ∆T/T change. The photogenerated exciton density

in the channel can be estimated by integrating the photon absorption distribution

using the absorption coefficient of F8T2 at 530 nm, α = 1.5 × 106 cm−1. Assuming a

typical value for the quantum efficiency of the conversion of excitons to free charges of

10−4, [158] the photogenerated hole and electron density within 5 nm of the insulator
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is of the order of 1012 cm−2. This is of the necessary size to produce the observed

rise in ∆T/T . Within this interpretation, the decay in ∆T/T (between t = 0 s and

t = 128 s, Figure 5.10) can be explained via the formation of geminate pairs, which will

screen the applied gate voltage, thus reducing the electric field and the yield of charges.

Furthermore, the rapid (< 2 s) return to the original value of ∆T/T can be explained

as a consequence of the recombination of the geminate pair population, which takes

∼ 1ms [159]. Further experiments of the dependence of such ∆T/T changes on light

intensity and applied electric field should reveal whether exciton dissociation, or some

other mechanism, is responsible for the light-induced transmission change reported

here.

5.6 Dielectric breakdown of transistor

An additional long-term device performance issue faced by both polymer- and silicon-

based transistors is the dielectric breakdown of the gate insulator. A small leakage

current can flow from the source/drain through the insulator to the gate, and charges

can be trapped at defects in the insulator. Over a transistor’s lifetime the build-up of

trapped charge eventually results in the runaway breakdown of the dielectric, in which

large currents heat and weaken the insulator layer until it short-circuits. At sufficiently

high electric fields (close to 1GVm−1 in silicon dioxide) dielectric breakdown can occur

spontaneously. The degradation and eventual breakdown of insulating thin-films is

of critical importance in the drive to produce ever smaller MOSFET devices [171;

172]: oxide layers are approaching nanometre thicknesses, where quantum mechanical

tunnelling through the insulator can contribute to the leakage current. Gate insulators
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with higher dielectric constants, and lower leakage current, are currently a focus of

intense research in the inorganic semiconductor device community [173], in efforts

to ensure the continuing minaturisation of the silicon transistor. In this section the

consequences of dielectric breakdown on the THz transmission through pFETs are

discussed.

The THz radiation transmitted through five transistor devices was measured at a

variety of d.c. gate voltage biases Vg in the range -60V to +60V. Initially, no change

in transmission was recorded in comparison with the transmission when Vg = 0V,

and the leakage current flowing through from source/drain to gate was ∼ 1 nA. After

biasing at Vg = −60V for significant timescales (about three hours), however, the

transmitted THz electric field altered noticeably, and the leakage current jumped to

∼ 10mA. These changes are indicative of the time-dependent dielectric breakdown of

the insulator, as may be expected since the applied electric field across the 200 nm-thick

SiO2 (0.3GVm−1) is close to the spontaneous breakdown field.

The spectral amplitude of the transmitted THz electric field after dielectric break-

down is shown in Figure 5.11a, at Vg = 0V and Vg = −60V. On the application of

the gate bias an increase in the transmitted THz field can be seen close to 0.2THz,

and a decrease above 1THz. This can be more clearly seen by plotting the real part

of the transmission change, defined as R{∆T/T} = R{[T (−60 V)− T (0 V)]/T (0 V)}.

This was experimentally demonstrated to be a consequence of the resistive heating

of the transistor: the large current (∼10mA) at Vg = −60V results in the dissipa-

tion of roughly 0.6W of heat in the device. Since measurements were performed in

vacuum, and the transistors were thermally isolated, the rate of heat dissipation is

low, and the pFET may be expected to reach thermal equilibrium at a higher tem-
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Figure 5.11: (a) Amplitude of THz electric field transmitted through a pFET when
Vg = 0V (thin line) and Vg = −60 V (thick line). (b) Real part of change in transmission
between Vg = −60 V and Vg = 0 V (thick grey line, no symbols). Similarly, the change
in transmission relative to room temperature is shown for transistor temperatures of
Θ = 320 K (circles), 340 K (triangles), 360 K (diamonds) and 380 K (squares).

perature Θ. The influence of the transistor’s temperature on the THz transmission

was categorised using a temperature controller consisting of heating resistors and a

commercial temperature sensor (LM335). As Figure 5.11b indicates, the change in

transmission ∆T/T = [T (Θ)− (296 K)]/T (296 K) matches the change in transmission

between Vg = 0V and Vg = −60V when Θ = 360K.

5.7 Summary

In conclusion, the mechanisms for degradation of polymer-based FETs were investi-

gated using a novel THz spectroscopy technique. The observed change in THz trans-

mission on application of a gate bias is caused by a layer of high-mobility electrons

that forms in the silicon gate as mirror charges to the lower-mobility hole accumulation

layer in the polymer. During the ‘on’ state of the transistor, the plasma frequency of
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the electron layer is shifted upwards in frequency, permitting highly sensitive, non-

contact probes of the accumulated charge density through THz-TDS. The measure-

ments demonstrate an initial mono-exponential decrease of the THz differential trans-

mission signal with biasing time, owing to an increase in the trapped charge density in

the polymer, present also during the ‘off’ state. By being sensitive only to electrons in

the silicon gate, the THz-TDS measurements are not influenced by the hole mobility

in the polymer. The comparison of the results from THz-TDS with potentiometry

measurements (carried out by collaborators at the University of Cambridge) confirms

that an increase in trapped-charge density, rather than a decrease in single-carrier mo-

bility, is responsible for the decline in the conductivity of the channel with operation

time.
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Conclusion

This thesis reported an investigation into the trapping of charge carriers in semicon-

ductors, undertaken with time-domain spectroscopy techniques in the terahertz region

of the electromagnetic spectrum. Two extremes of trapping lifetime were reported:

in inorganic semiconductors electron lifetimes ranged from < 1 ps (for instance in

ion-implanted InP) to 48 ns (in semi-insulating In0.53Ga0.47As), while in polymer tran-

sistors hole lifetimes exceeded 1000 s. In this chapter the key findings reported in this

thesis are briefly reviewed, before suggestions are given for future work within this

field.

Chapter 2 introduced the technique of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, and

gave examples of its use. The phonon-polariton dispersion created by the TO-phonon

mode of the polar crystal CsI was measured, as were the complex refractive index of

a free electron plasma in silicon, and the molecular rotational modes of atmospheric

water vapour. Additionally, the performance of band-pass filters in the THz range

(fabricated from waveguide array plates) was assessed.

The ultra-fast dynamics of photoexcited electrons in semiconductors was inves-

tigated via optical-pump terahertz-probe spectroscopy (Chapter 3), and also using
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terahertz emission spectroscopy (Chapter 4). The relative photoexcitation times in

GaAs, InGaAs and InAs were compared, and related to the intravalley scattering of

nonequilibrium carriers. The diffusion of electrons away from the surface allowed the

relative influence of surface and bulk recombination to be assessed for GaAs samples

in which the surface states were passivated. Materials suitable for ultra-fast optoelec-

tronics were investigated, including low-temperature-grown GaAs, and ion-implanted

InP, GaAs and InGaAs. Sub-picosecond lifetimes were observed to produce greater

emitted THz power at higher frequencies in the terahertz range, a finding reproduced

quantitatively by carrier dynamics simulation work. An enhancement in the power of

terahertz radiation emitted from photoconductive switches fabricated on passivated

GaAs was reported, and was attributed to the measured conductivity increase.

In Chapter 5 the trapping of holes within the accumulation layer of a polymer

transistor was reported, as monitored via a novel charge modulation technique based

on terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. High mobility electrons within the silicon gate

of a transistor were coupled electrostatically to low mobility holes in the polymer, and

altered the transmission of the device to terahertz radiation. A simple transmission

model allowed the extraction of the hole density in the polymer, agreeing well with that

expected from an analytical solution to Poisson’s equation. After a gate voltage was

applied to the transistors for many minutes the trapped hole density in the polymer

was observed to increase, with a rate indicative of polaronic charge carriers. Finally,

the thermal detrapping of carriers and the influence of above-bandgap illumination

were studied.
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6.1 Future prospects

A number of studies could extend upon the work reported in this thesis. In order

to understand better the thermal removal of trapped holes in polymer transistors, a

study such as presented in Section 5.5.1 could be carried out at various temperatures.

If the temperature dependence of the trapping or detrapping rate were to be obtained,

then an Arrhenius plot (Section 3.5.1) ought to yield the activation energy for the

fast and slow trap states, providing insights into their placement between the HOMO

and LUMO bands. Optical-pump mid-infrared-probe spectroscopy of trapped holes

in polymer transistors might reveal the timescale on which illumination with above

bandgap energy photons alters the carrier density in the transistor, for instance by the

dissociation of excitons.

Further scope exists for the improvement of both the power and frequency range of

photoconductive THz emitters. The combination of THz emission studies (from sur-

faces or photoconductive switches), with conductivity data gleaned from optical-pump

THz-probe spectroscopy, ought to enable the optimisation of ion-implantation param-

eters to create a material with an ideal carrier mobility and lifetime. Alternatively,

advanced nanostructured materials, for instance quantum dots embedded in a high

mobility substrate, could be investigated. One such initial study has been reported

by Prasankumar et al. [47]. The overall radiated THz power from photoconductive

switches may be enhanced further by an improved surface passivation technique. The

Monte Carlo simulation used herein could be extended to include surface recombina-

tion effects, providing an accurate model of the influence of surface defects on ultrafast

carrier dynamics.
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The recent demonstration of a photoconductive detector of THz radiation capable

of simultaneously recording orthogonal polarisation states[71] opens up new possibili-

ties for THz spectroscopy. In particular, time- and polarisation-resolved spectroscopy

in the far- and mid-infrared ought to yield invaluable insights into the dynamics of

charge carriers in biomolecules, polymeric compounds and anisotropic semiconductors.

More generally, the development of time-domain spectrometers that can operate

outside the laboratory, for example using Er:fibre-based setups, ought to enable diverse

applications of this technique in environments that are otherwise inaccessible. Fibre-

coupled spectrometers should enable THz spectroscopy within confined and/or extreme

environments, such as within a pulsed magnetic field, an endoscope, or within an

experimental fusion reactor.



Appendix A

Electromagnetism

In this appendix a brief overview is given of the key results of electromagnetism utilised

in this thesis. The relationship between the complex refractive index, conductivity and

wavevector for a material is outlined. Additionally, Poisson’s equation is solved at a

semiconductor/insulator interface, which is a result used in Chapter 5.

A.1 Linear electromagnetism

Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism within a non-magnetic (µr = 1) medium with

a linear dielectric function εr relate the electric E and magnetic B fields via:

∇ · E =
ρ

εrε0

(A.1)

∇ ·B = 0 (A.2)

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
(A.3)

∇×B = µ0J + µ0εrε0
∂E

∂t
, (A.4)

where ρ is the charge density (per unit volume), and the current density J = σE where

σ is the conductivity.
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Taking ∇× (A.3) and using the identity ∇× (∇× E) = ∇(∇ · E) −∇2E results

in the equation:

∇2E = µ0σ
∂E

∂t
+ µ0εrε0

∂2E

∂t2
+
∇ρ

εrε0

. (A.5)

To solve this equation plane wave solutions propagating in the z direction, of

the form E(z, t) = E0e
i(kz−ωt), can be found. This requires that ∇ρ = 0, which is

satisfied for insulating media (where ρ = 0), and for other media when ρ 6= ρ(z). The

substitution of E(z, t) in (A.5) produces:

k2 = iωµ0σ + εr
ω2

c2
, (A.6)

where use has been made of the relation c2 = 1/ε0µ0. In the case of a non-conductive

medium σ = 0, and the dispersion relation k(ω) = nω/c is obtained. If σ 6= 0, one

can define a complex refractive index ñ such that k(ω) = ñω/c. Consistency with

this complex dispersion relation requires that ñ =
√

ε, where the complex dielectric

function ε is:

ε = εr + i
σ

ε0ω
. (A.7)

The definition ε(ω →∞) = ε∞ results in:

ε = ε∞ + i
σ

ε0ω
. (A.8)

This general relation allows us to relate the electrical conductivity of a medium

to its complex refractive index, obtained via transmission or reflection spectroscopy.

Writing the complex refractive index ñ = n+iκ, the real part is the material’s refractive

index, and the imaginary part is related to the intensity absorption coefficient α =

2ωκ/c.
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A.2 Charge density in an accumulation layer

In Chapter 5 the THz transmission through a polymer transistor is related to the elec-

tron charge density in the silicon gate. In this section the charge distribution expected

in the silicon is calculated by treating the transistor as a metal-insulator-semiconductor

structure. In the following Poisson’s equation is solved for the electron accumulation

layer formed in an n-type semiconductor when a gate voltage Vg is applied to the metal.

A similar treatment can be performed for electron or hole accumulation or depletion

layers.

The total charge density in a semiconductor is ρ = q(P − N + ND − NA), where

the concentrations of holes, electrons, donors and acceptors are respectively P , N ,

ND and NA, and −q is the electron charge. For an n-type semiconductor ND � NA,

and in equilibrium without significant hole injection N � P . For charge distributions

with an accumulation layer of electrons in the semiconductor (near the boundary

with the insulator) one can assume that N � ND, and consequently ρ = −qN .

The electrostatic potential Φ is defined such that Φ(x) > 0, Φ(x = 0) = Φs at the

insulator/semiconductor boundary, and Φ(x = xacc) = 0 at some distance xacc away

from this interface. The gradient of the potential is also set to zero at xacc.

In one dimension, substituting the electric field E = −∇Φ = −dΦ/dx into Equa-

tion A.1 produces:

d2Φ(x)

dx2
= − ρ

εSiε0

=
qND

εSiε0

exp
qΦ

kBT
, (A.9)

where the silicon has dielectric constant εSi = 11.7 and donor concentration ND =

2.5× 1015 cm−3 for the transistors in Chapter 5.

Multiplying both sides of Equation A.9 by 2dΦ/dx produces a form that can be
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readily integrated from x to xacc to obtain the electric field produced by the charge

layer:

E(x) = −
√

2

Ld

kBT

q

√
exp

qΦ

kBT
− 1, (A.10)

where the Debye length Ld characterises the thickness of the accumulation layer, and

is defined as:

Ld =

√
εSiε0kBT

q2ND

. (A.11)

Equation A.10 can be integrated to get the potential Φ, by making use of the

substitutions u = exp(qΦ/kBT ) and u = sec θ = 1/ cos θ, and the boundary conditions

for Φ. This results in:

Φ(x) =
2kBT

q
ln

[
sec

(
C − x√

2Ld

)]
, (A.12)

where C = cos−1[exp(−qΦs/2kBT )]. Using the condition that Φ = 0 when x = xacc in

Equation A.12 allows the accumulation layer thickness to be written as xacc =
√

2LdC.

As Φs increases, C tends to a constant (π/2), and the accumulation layer thickness

reaches a maximum value of xmax
acc = πLd/

√
2 = 180 nm.

The electron distribution can therefore be calculated from Φ(x) using

N = ND exp

(
qΦ(x)

kBT

)
, (A.13)

where the only parameter still unknown is Φs. This can be determined from the applied

gate voltage Vg, which is related to the potential drop across the gate insulator Vox by

Vg = Φs+Vox, and the total charge stored by the dielectric per unit area Qacc = CoxVox.

The capacitance per unit area of the insulator Cox = εoxε0/δox = 1.73Fm−2 for a
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200 nm-thick silicon dioxide (εox = 3.9) layer. Qacc can be obtained by integrating ρ:

Qacc =

∫ ∞

0

ρ(x)dx = εSiε0E(0)

= −εSiε0

√
2

Ld

kBT

q

√
exp

(
qΦs

kBT

)
− 1. (A.14)

In the case of a small Φs compared with Vox, which is normally satisfied at typical

applied gate voltages, an analytical expression for Φs can be obtained from Vg =

Qacc/Cox and Equation A.14:

Φs =
kBT

q
ln

[(
Cox

εSiε0

Ld√
2

q

kBT
Vg

)2

+ 1

]
. (A.15)

In general, a precise value of Φs can be obtained self-consistently from the estimate

of Equation A.15 by requiring that Vg = Φs + Vox match the experimentally applied

gate voltage. For Vg = −30V, this produces Φs = 0.24V and Vox = −30.24V, with

Qacc = −5.2 × 10−7 Cm−2, corresponding to a total electron carrier density per unit

area of 3.2× 1012 cm−2.
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Definition of symbols

The following is a definition of the symbols used throughout this thesis.

α Absorption coefficient.
B Magnetic flux density.
Cox Capacitance per unit area.
δ Absorption depth (= 1/α).
D Diffusion coefficient.
Dij Intervalley deformation poten-

tial.
ε Dielectric function.
E Electric field.
Eγ Incident photon energy.
EΓ Direct Γ-valley bandgap energy.
Ei Incident electric field of THz

pulse.
Eoff , Eon THz electric field transmitted

through sample when the pump
beam is off or on.

Er Reference THz electric field.
Es Sample THz electric field.
ETHz Terahertz electric field strength.
f, ν Frequency.
fpeak Frequency of peak emitted THz

power.
FPijk Fabry-Perot term.
Γ Scattering rate.
J Current density.
k Wavenumber.
kB Boltzmann’s constant.
λ Wavelength.
∆λ Spectral width.
me Electron mass.
m∗ Effective mass.
µ Carrier mobility.
µF Carrier field-effect mobility.
µ0 Permeability of free space.

ñ Complex refractive index.
ne, nh Density of electrons or holes per

unit area.
N Concentration of electrons.
Nsim Concentration of vacancies (sim-

ulated using SRIM).
Nt Concentration of traps.
Nvac Concentration of vacancies.
φ Phase.
Φ Electrostatic potential.
rij Fresnel reflection coefficient from

medium i into j.
σ Conductivity.
τ Carrier lifetime.
tij Fresnel transmission coefficient

from medium i into j.
T Average transmitted THz elec-

tric field = (Eoff + Eon)/2.
∆T Change in electric field T of

transmitted THz pulse.
Tann Annealing temperature.
Θ Temperature of crystal lattice.
vth Thermal velocity of carriers.
Vg Transistor gate voltage.
Vpin Surface pinning potential.
Vt Threshold voltage of transistor

action.
ωTO, ωLO Angular frequency of TO- or LO-

phonon mode.
ωp Angular frequency of free-carrier

plasma.
xacc Accumulation layer thickness.
Σ Scattering cross-section.
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